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Abstract: Urban climate knowledge has been increasingly integrated into 
urban design and planning practices. Numerical modeling systems, such as 
climatic and bioclimatic tools, are currently more popular than onsite 
field measurements. This higher popularity is mainly due to the 
complicated interactions in 3D urban environments and the spatial 
distribution of various climatic parameters that cannot be captured 
thoroughly via on-site measurements alone. Such modeling systems also 
offer better solutions to overcome the nonlinearity of urban climate in 
forecasting different "what if scenarios."  
This paper provides an overview of different types of climatic and 
bioclimatic modeling systems and presents their main benefits and 
shortcomings. In the second part of this study, one of the most commonly 
used tools in urban climate studies, namely, ENVI-met, was selected, and 
its reliability in different contexts was investigated by reviewing past 
researches. The applicability of ENVI-met in accurately simulating the 
influence of future urban growth on one of the fastest growing suburbs in 
Melbourne, was tested by conducting a sensitivity analysis on inputs and 
control parameters, backed up with a series of field measurements in 
selected points. RMSE value was calculated for different runs of the 
initial ENVI-met model with adjusted control parameters (e.g., factor of 
short-wave adjustment, initial air temperature, relative humidity, 
roughness length, wind speed, albedo of walls, and albedo of roofs). The 
model achieved the optimum performance by altering the short-wave 
adjustment factor from 0.5 to 1; therefore, ENVI-met was considered a 
reliable tool for relative comparison of urban dynamics. The findings of 
this study not only help planners select the most practical modeling 
systems that address project objectives but also educate them on 
limitations associated with using ENVI-met. 
 
 
Response to Reviewers: Answers to Editor’s Comments 
 
Q. in the abstract, add your own quantitative results. 
A. The abstract includes further details in the revised manuscript; e.g., 
the background, objectives, method, final quantitative results and future 
implications.  
 
“Urban climate knowledge has been increasingly integrated into urban 
design and planning practices. Numerical modeling systems, such as 
climatic and bioclimatic tools, are currently more popular than onsite 
field measurements. This higher popularity is mainly due to the 
complicated interactions in 3D urban environments and the spatial 
distribution of various climatic parameters that cannot be captured 
thoroughly via on-site measurements alone. Such modeling systems also 
offer better solutions to overcome the nonlinearity of urban climate in 
forecasting different “what if scenarios.”  
This paper provides an overview of different types of climatic and 
bioclimatic modeling systems and presents their main benefits and 
shortcomings. In the second part of this study, one of the most commonly 
used tools in urban climate studies, namely, ENVI-met, was selected, and 
its reliability in different contexts was investigated by reviewing past 
researches. The applicability of ENVI-met in accurately simulating the 
influence of future urban growth on one of the fastest growing suburbs in 
Melbourne, was tested by conducting a sensitivity analysis on inputs and 
control parameters, backed up with a series of field measurements in 
selected points. RMSE value was calculated for different runs of the 
initial ENVI-met model with adjusted control parameters (e.g., factor of 
short-wave adjustment, initial air temperature, relative humidity, 
roughness length, wind speed, albedo of walls, and albedo of roofs). The 
model achieved the optimum performance by altering the short-wave 
adjustment factor from 0.5 to 1; therefore, ENVI-met was considered a 
reliable tool for relative comparison of urban dynamics. The findings of 
this study not only help planners select the most practical modeling 
systems that address project objectives but also educate them on 
limitations associated with using ENVI-met”. 
 
 
Q. From the introduction, move your new additions (This paper provides an 
overview of different types of climatic and bioclimatic modelling systems 
and briefly presents their main benefits and shortcomings in calculations 
first. One of the most comprehensive tools among climatic and bioclimatic 
modelling systems (ENVI-met) was selected and thoroughly explored through 
a comprehensive review on the past researches. 
In the second part of the paper, the reliability of ENVI-met as one of 
the most popular bioclimatic tools is discussed in one of the fastest 
growing suburbs in Melbourne, Australia by conducting field measurements) 
to the end of the introduction, and explain the international context 
justifying the need for your work. 
A. The paragraph has been moved to the end of introduction and the 
significance of conducting such studies in international context has been 
thoroughly explained as below: 
 
“Nowadays, Climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems are increasingly 
being used to highlight the benefits of heat mitigation strategies in 
urban areas (e.g., use of green infrastructure, alterations on urban form 
and street geometry, and application of high-albedo materials). However, 
testing the reliability of the computational models are necessary before 
evaluating the effectiveness of heat mitigation scenarios. Although 
several previous studies have conducted limited assessment of a range of 
climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems for different contexts with 
diverse geographical and climatic backgrounds, systematic evaluation of 
the models and their sensitivity to inputs and control parameters remains 
lacking. Whether the previous studies on model validation in one part of 
the world provide any assurance that the model can accurately simulate 
the effects of heat mitigation scenarios in the other parts of the world 
remains unclear. 
Therefore, this study aims to provide an overview of different types of 
climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems and briefly present their main 
benefits and shortcomings in calculations initially. In the second part 
of this study, one of the most comprehensive and widely used modeling 
systems, namely, ENVI-met, was selected, and its reliability in different 
contexts was investigated by reviewing past researches. A sensitivity 
analysis on inputs and control parameters was then conducted, in line 
with field measurements in selected areas, to test the applicability of 
ENVI-met in accurately simulating the influence of future urban growth on 
one of the fastest growing suburbs in, Melbourne”. 
 
 
Q. Add a methodological section 
A. An introduction to the methodology section and what is covered in each 
part has been added to the methodology section as below: 
 
“In this section, one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne that 
will be the subject of rapid urban development in the future is studied. 
One of the visions of Melbourne City Council for future urban 
developments is to quantify the thermal and climatic consequences of 
implementing the proposed urban growth scenarios. Therefore, this section 
explains the validation process for the model that will be used as the 
base for future urban growth scenarios and assess the reliability of 
ENVI-met in accurately modeling simulated outputs. 
The methodology section is divided into two parts. In the first section, 
description of the study area, selection of measurement points and their 
physical characteristics, process of field measurements, equipment used 
to conduct field measurements, and monitored values are explained. The 
second part discusses the simulation approach, the establishment of the 
model with accurate inputs and configuration parameters, and the 
comparison of the results of the simulated and measured values through 
RMSE calculation. Finally, the validation process of the model and the 
adjustments needed for the control parameters are described.” 
 
 
Q. - limit the total number of figures/tables to max 10. 
A.  The number of the Tables has been reduced from 17 to 10 in the 
revised manuscript. Currently, there are 10 Figures and 10 Tables in the 
revised manuscript: 









The information and content of some the Tables are now included in the 
body of the manuscript (e.g., Table 1 and 2) 
 
 
Q. Ask your supervisor for a serious revision of your manuscript 
A. The manuscript is revised, and the quality of English language has 




Answers to Reviewer 3 Comments 
 
Q. Most of the comments have been adequately responded to. The main 
limitation is the lack of discussion (referring back to the literature) 
in relation to the field observation part of the paper.  This was 
mentioned in my previous review. I think it would be useful to add a 
paragraph or two in response to this. 
 
A. A section on the comparison between the findings of this paper and the 
previous studies in relation to the difference found between the observed 
and simulated values is added to the discussion part of the paper as 
below: 
 
“The results of this study showed that although ENVI-met is widely used 
to address the questions of the influence of urban development on urban 
climate, pedestrian thermal comfort, surface, and air temperature, few 
studies have explored the limitations associated with the use of software 
with regard to the sensitivity of the model to different control and 
input parameters and scale sensitivity analysis. 
In this study, we used measured versus simulated error metrics to test 
the reliability of ENVI-met in predicting air temperature values. The 
findings of this work were in line with those of the studies that have 
found that reliance on the error metric alone without including the 
sensitivity of the model to its own input parameters would result in 
higher EMSE values and therefore less accuracy in the simulated outputs 
[78-81]. This work also confirmed the findings of the studies that have 
found that the main ENVI-met limitation is the performance of the model 
in relation to the heat transfer between buildings and atmosphere; 
therefore, further rigorous and comprehensive testing and verifications 
of this numerical modeling system are required [82, 83]. The results of 
this study also verified the concerns indicated by [84] in relation to 
the correct wind profile in the model configuration file to prevent the 
model from crashing caused by turbulence due to the vertical motion at 
the beginning of running the model. This study highlighted the necessity 
to work on the wind profiles in ENVI-met that could represent the 
fluctuations and variations in the prevailing wind pattern, which are 
common in urban areas. These limitations were also identified by [85] and 
must be reacknowledged as the potential improvement to ENVI-met as a 
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Title: The verification study Verification of a bioclimatic modellingmodeling system in a 




Nowadays, urban climatic scienceUrban climate knowledge has been increasingly integrated into urban design 
and planning workspractices. Nowadays, nNNumerical modeling systems, such assuch as, such as climatic and 
bioclimatic tools, are currently more popular for than onsite field measurements. This higher popularity is 
mainly due to the complicated interactions in three-dimensional3D urban environments and the spatial 
distribution of various climatic parameters that cannot be included captured thoroughly in through via on-site 
field measurements alone. Furthermore, nNumerical Such modeling systems are also great toolsalso offer better 
solutions for to overcoming overcome the non-nonlinearity of urban climate and in forecasting different “what if 
scenarios.”  
This paper provides an overview of different types of climatic and bioclimatic modellingmodeling systems and 
presents their main benefits and shortcomings. In the second part of this study, one of the most commonly used 
tools in urban climate studies, namely, (ENVI-met), was selected, and its reliability in different contexts was 
investigated through by reviewing the past researches researches. Then, the The applicability of ENVI-met in 
accurately simulating the impact influence of future urban growth inon one of the fastest growing cities in 
Pacific regions, specificallysuburbs in (Melbourne), was tested through by conducting a sensitivity analysis on 
the inputs and control parameters, backed up with a series of field measurements in the selected points. RMSE 
value was calculated for different runs of the initial ENVI-met model with adjusted control parameters (e.g., 
Factor factor of short-wave adjustment, Initial initial air temperature, Relative relative humidity, Roughness 
roughness length, Wind wind speed, Albedo albedo of walls, and Albedo albedo of roofs). The model achieved 
the optimum performance by altering the short-wave adjustment factor from 0.5 to 1; and therefore, ENVI-met 
was considered as a reliable tool for relative comparison of urban dynamics. The findings of this study not only 
help planners to not only select the most practical modellingmodeling systems that address the project 
objectives, but also educate them on limitations associated with using ENVI-met (one of the most commonly 





This paper provides a summary of different types of climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems and briefly 
presents their main benefits and shortcomings in calculations. The reliability of ENVI-met as one of the most 
popular bioclimatic tools is also discussed by providing a comprehensive review of previous validation studies 
and by conducting a field measurement in one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne, Australia to validate 
ENVI-met modeling. Finally, the limitations of ENVI-met (different versions) are discussed to assist planners in 
carefully selecting modeling systems that can accurately address the aims and objectives of their project.  
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Urban climate knowledge has been increasingly integrated into urban design and planning practices. Numerical 
modeling systems, such as climatic and bioclimatic tools, are currently more popular than onsite field 
measurements. This higher popularity is mainly due to the complicated interactions in 3D urban environments 
and the spatial distribution of various climatic parameters that cannot be captured thoroughly via on-site 
measurements alone. Such modeling systems also offer better solutions to overcome the nonlinearity of urban 
climate in forecasting different “what if scenarios.”  
This paper provides an overview of different types of climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems and presents 
their main benefits and shortcomings. In the second part of this study, one of the most commonly used tools in 
urban climate studies, namely, ENVI-met, was selected, and its reliability in different contexts was investigated 
by reviewing past researches. The applicability of ENVI-met in accurately simulating the influence of future 
urban growth on one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne, was tested by conducting a sensitivity 
analysis on inputs and control parameters, backed up with a series of field measurements in selected points. 
RMSE value was calculated for different runs of the initial ENVI-met model with adjusted control parameters 
(e.g., factor of short-wave adjustment, initial air temperature, relative humidity, roughness length, wind speed, 
albedo of walls, and albedo of roofs). The model achieved the optimum performance by altering the short-wave 
adjustment factor from 0.5 to 1; therefore, ENVI-met was considered a reliable tool for relative comparison of 
urban dynamics. The findings of this study not only help planners select the most practical modeling systems 
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Title Page
Answers to Editor’s Comments 
1  Q. in the abstract, add your own quantitative results. 
1 
A. The abstract includes further details in the revised manuscript; e.g., the background, 
objectives, method, final quantitative results and future implications.  
 
“Urban climate knowledge has been increasingly integrated into urban design and 
planning practices. Numerical modeling systems, such as climatic and bioclimatic tools, 
are currently more popular than onsite field measurements. This higher popularity is 
mainly due to the complicated interactions in 3D urban environments and the spatial 
distribution of various climatic parameters that cannot be captured thoroughly via on-site 
measurements alone. Such modeling systems also offer better solutions to overcome the 
nonlinearity of urban climate in forecasting different “what if scenarios.”  
This paper provides an overview of different types of climatic and bioclimatic modeling 
systems and presents their main benefits and shortcomings. In the second part of this 
study, one of the most commonly used tools in urban climate studies, namely, ENVI-met, 
was selected, and its reliability in different contexts was investigated by reviewing past 
researches. The applicability of ENVI-met in accurately simulating the influence of future 
urban growth on one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne, was tested by 
conducting a sensitivity analysis on inputs and control parameters, backed up with a 
series of field measurements in selected points. RMSE value was calculated for different 
runs of the initial ENVI-met model with adjusted control parameters (e.g., factor of short-
wave adjustment, initial air temperature, relative humidity, roughness length, wind 
speed, albedo of walls, and albedo of roofs). The model achieved the optimum 
performance by altering the short-wave adjustment factor from 0.5 to 1; therefore, ENVI-
met was considered a reliable tool for relative comparison of urban dynamics. The 
findings of this study not only help planners select the most practical modeling systems 
that address project objectives but also educate them on limitations associated with using 
ENVI-met”. 
2 
Q. From the introduction, move your new additions (This paper provides an overview of 
different types of climatic and bioclimatic modelling systems and briefly presents their main 
benefits and shortcomings in calculations first. One of the most comprehensive tools among 
climatic and bioclimatic modelling systems (ENVI-met) was selected and thoroughly 
explored through a comprehensive review on the past researches. 
In the second part of the paper, the reliability of ENVI-met as one of the most popular 
bioclimatic tools is discussed in one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne, Australia 
by conducting field measurements) to the end of the introduction, and explain the 
international context justifying the need for your work. 
2 
A. The paragraph has been moved to the end of introduction and the significance of 
conducting such studies in international context has been thoroughly explained as below: 
 
“Nowadays, Climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems are increasingly being used to 
highlight the benefits of heat mitigation strategies in urban areas (e.g., use of green 
infrastructure, alterations on urban form and street geometry, and application of high-
albedo materials). However, testing the reliability of the computational models are 
necessary before evaluating the effectiveness of heat mitigation scenarios. Although 
several previous studies have conducted limited assessment of a range of climatic and 
bioclimatic modeling systems for different contexts with diverse geographical and climatic 
backgrounds, systematic evaluation of the models and their sensitivity to inputs and 
control parameters remains lacking. Whether the previous studies on model validation in 
one part of the world provide any assurance that the model can accurately simulate the 
*Responses to Reviewers Comments
effects of heat mitigation scenarios in the other parts of the world remains unclear. 
Therefore, this study aims to provide an overview of different types of climatic and 
bioclimatic modeling systems and briefly present their main benefits and shortcomings in 
calculations initially. In the second part of this study, one of the most comprehensive and 
widely used modeling systems, namely, ENVI-met, was selected, and its reliability in 
different contexts was investigated by reviewing past researches. A sensitivity analysis on 
inputs and control parameters was then conducted, in line with field measurements in 
selected areas, to test the applicability of ENVI-met in accurately simulating the influence 
of future urban growth on one of the fastest growing suburbs in, Melbourne”. 
3 Q. Add a methodological section 
3 
A. An introduction to the methodology section and what is covered in each part has been 
added to the methodology section as below: 
 
“In this section, one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne that will be the subject 
of rapid urban development in the future is studied. One of the visions of Melbourne City 
Council for future urban developments is to quantify the thermal and climatic 
consequences of implementing the proposed urban growth scenarios. Therefore, this 
section explains the validation process for the model that will be used as the base for 
future urban growth scenarios and assess the reliability of ENVI-met in accurately 
modeling simulated outputs. 
The methodology section is divided into two parts. In the first section, description of the 
study area, selection of measurement points and their physical characteristics, process of 
field measurements, equipment used to conduct field measurements, and monitored 
values are explained. The second part discusses the simulation approach, the 
establishment of the model with accurate inputs and configuration parameters, and the 
comparison of the results of the simulated and measured values through RMSE 
calculation. Finally, the validation process of the model and the adjustments needed for 
the control parameters are described.” 
4 Q. - limit the total number of figures/tables to max 10. 
4 
A.  The number of the Tables has been reduced from 17 to 10 in the revised manuscript. 
Currently, there are 10 Figures and 10 Tables in the revised manuscript: 









The information and content of some the Tables are now included in the body of the 
manuscript (e.g., Table 1 and 2) 
5 Q. Ask your supervisor for a serious revision of your manuscript 
5 
A. The manuscript is revised, and the quality of English language has been further 
improved to meet the criteria of the ‘Science of Total Environment Journal’. 
Answers to Reviewer 3 Comments 
1 
Q. Most of the comments have been adequately responded to. The main limitation is the 
lack of discussion (referring back to the literature) in relation to the field observation part of 
the paper.  This was mentioned in my previous review. I think it would be useful to add a 
paragraph or two in response to this. 
1 
A. A section on the comparison between the findings of this paper and the previous studies 
in relation to the difference found between the observed and simulated values is added to 
the discussion part of the paper as below: 
 
“The results of this study showed that although ENVI-met is widely used to address the 
questions of the influence of urban development on urban climate, pedestrian thermal 
comfort, surface, and air temperature, few studies have explored the limitations 
associated with the use of software with regard to the sensitivity of the model to 
different control and input parameters and scale sensitivity analysis. 
In this study, we used measured versus simulated error metrics to test the reliability of 
ENVI-met in predicting air temperature values. The findings of this work were in line with 
those of the studies that have found that reliance on the error metric alone without 
including the sensitivity of the model to its own input parameters would result in higher 
EMSE values and therefore less accuracy in the simulated outputs [78-81]. This work also 
confirmed the findings of the studies that have found that the main ENVI-met limitation is 
the performance of the model in relation to the heat transfer between buildings and 
atmosphere; therefore, further rigorous and comprehensive testing and verifications of 
this numerical modeling system are required [82, 83]. The results of this study also 
verified the concerns indicated by [84] in relation to the correct wind profile in the model 
configuration file to prevent the model from crashing caused by turbulence due to the 
vertical motion at the beginning of running the model. This study highlighted the 
necessity to work on the wind profiles in ENVI-met that could represent the fluctuations 
and variations in the prevailing wind pattern, which are common in urban areas. These 
limitations were also identified by [85] and must be reacknowledged as the potential 






Introduction: Modelling and measurement approaches 1 
 2 
The importance of climatic modellingmodeling as a powerful planning tool has been regularly highlighted in the 3 
literature over the last few decades because of rapid urbanization rate, global climate change, and increased 4 
heat- wave rate [1]. As a result, climatic and bioclimatic modellingmodeling systems have been increasingly 5 
employed used to achieve the objectives of climate-sensitive urban planning.  6 
This paper provides an overview of different types of climatic and bioclimatic modelling systems and briefly 7 
presents their main benefits and shortcomings in calculations first. One of the most comprehensive tools among 8 
climatic and bioclimatic modelling systems (ENVI-met) was selected and thoroughly explored through a 9 
comprehensive review on the past researches.   10 
In the second part of the paper, the reliability of ENVI-met as one of the most popular bioclimatic tools is 11 
discussed in one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne, Australia by conducting field measurements. 12 
The popularity of numerical modellingmodeling for on-site field measurements has led to increased research 13 
interest in modellingmodeling approaches [2]. This popularity is justified by the high capacity of climatic 14 
modellingmodeling in dealingto deal with handle the complexities and nonlinearity of urban climate systems. 15 
Furthermore, climaticClimatic modellingmodeling systems also enable researchers to have greater control over 16 
modellingmodeling compared with non-nonlinear on-site field measurements. Most importantly, these 17 
modellingmodeling systems are economically viable and efficient in saving time and resources [3-5]. 18 
ModellingModeling approaches can forecast and predict the climatic effects of diverse “what-if” scenarios,” 19 
thereby leading which leads to an environmentally friendly planning scheme and an improved outdoor thermal 20 
environment for citizens [6]. 21 
On-site field measurement is a time-consuming approach that can only cover a limited number of parameters at 22 
a time. The complex interactions of 3D urban spaces and the spatial distribution of climatic parameters cannot 23 
be included simultaneously by conducting field measurements [7, 8]. However, on-site measurements are an 24 
integral part of any modellingmodeling approach due to the importance of model validation.  25 
Nowadays, climatic Climatic and bioclimatoc bioclimatic modeling systems are increasingly being used to 26 
highlight the benefits of heat mitigation strategies in urban areas (e.g., use of green infrastructure, alterations on 27 
urban form and street geometry, and application of high- albedo materials). However, there is a significant need 28 
to invest on testing and validatingthe reliabikity of the computational models used to conduct the simulations, 29 
are required necessary before evaluating the effectiveness of heat mitigation scenarios. WhileAlthough some 30 
*Revised manuscript with changes marked
Click here to view linked References
2 
 
several previous studies have conducted limited assessment of a range of climatic and bioclimatic modeling 31 
systems for different contexts with diverse geographical and climatic backgrounds, there is still a lack in the 32 
systematic evaluation of the models and their sensitivity to the inputs and control parameters remains lacking. 33 
Additionally, it is still unclear whether Whether the previous studies on model validation in one part of the 34 
world, provide any assurance that the model can accurately simulate the impact effects of heat mitigation 35 
scenarios in the other parts of the world remains unclear. 36 
Therefore, this study aims to provide an overview of different types of climatic and bioclimatic 37 
modellingmodeling systems and briefly presents present their main benefits and shortcomings in calculations 38 
firstinitially. In the second part of this study, one of the most comprehensive and widely used 39 
modellingmodeling systems, namely, (ENVI-met), was selected, and its reliability in different contexts was 40 
investigated through by reviewing the past researches researches. Then, to test the applicability of ENVI-met in 41 
accurately simulating the impact of future urban growth in one of the fastest growing cities in Pacific regions 42 
(Melbourne), aA sensitivity analysis on inputs and control parameters werewas then conducted, in line with field 43 
measurements in the selected areas, to test the applicability of ENVI-met in accurately simulating the impact 44 
influence of future urban growth on one of the fastest growing suburbs incities in Pacific regions,  specifically 45 
(Melbourne).  46 
 47 
Literature Reviewreview  48 
Climatic modellingmodeling systems 49 
 50 
Urban climate models are defined based on the basis of their scales, which range from a few 51 
centimetrescentimeters to hundreds of kilometreskilometers. Climatic models are classified into The five groups 52 
of climatic models based on the scale discussed are (e.g. human-, room-, building-, city block-, and urban -scale 53 
models) [9]. The scale of the a model defines the resolution of each classification., and the resolution of each 54 
classification is highly dependent on the model scale.  55 
The resolution of each classification is highly dependent on the scale of the model scale. 56 
Urban scale models often have the largest space resolution [10]. Therefore, planners are highly encouraged to 57 
integrate climatic modellingmodeling systems in which their with a scale ranges to of 1:5,000 m. Only a few 58 
climatic modellingmodeling systems can consider the comprehensive sets of processes (e.g., hydrological, 59 
thermal, and energy) due to the long span of time that should be spent on computation and simulation.  60 
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To address this limitation, scholars have developed models with parameterisationsparameterizations and 61 
simplifications, such as simple turbulence calculation [11, 12]. 62 
To address this limitation, scholars have developed models with parameterizations and simplifications, such as 63 
simple turbulence calculation [11, 12]. Some of these models target the hydrological, thermal, and energy 64 
processes at the building scale. These models are established at three levels, namely, 1D, 2D, and 3D levels, and 65 
are designed for specific circumstances [13]. Oke introduced 1D urban canyon models and suggested that they 66 
are primary numerical models that work based on the basis of the energy balance of buildings [14]. Furthermore, 67 
1D models are widely used to assess the microclimate of certain points at urban canyon at the street level. 68 
However, spatial differences cannot be detected in calculations because only surface physical properties, such as 69 
albedo, moisture level, thermal features, and roughness length, are evaluated. These models underestimate the 70 
important role of urban geometry and street orientations [15]. The predefined assumptions in 1D models include 71 
horizontally homogeneous flows and temperature fields. However, the main drawback of 1D models is that it 72 
simplifies they simplify the turbulence calculation. Additionally,  the The spatial differences within a canyon 73 
and the role of canyon geometry are also not included excluded in the calculation of energy exchange, and in 74 
predefined assumptions. 75 
Meanwhile, 2D models adopt certain assumptions in their calculations. SomeSeveral assumptions considered in 76 
the calculations include predefined city forms and street geometries, rectangular building shapes/heights, dry 77 
urban surfaces, zero vegetation coverage, absence of latent heat, and zero heat storage in building materials [16-78 
18].  79 
In the last two decades, 3D models combined with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been identified as 80 
the strongest tools in climatic modellingmodeling systems [9]. CFD is based on equations of fluid dynamics and 81 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy [19-21]. Climatic models are associated with CFD and include all 82 
radiation, conduction, and physical properties of a complex urban environment during calculation, thereby 83 
leading to which results in an accurate calculation [3, 22].  84 
In addition to urban canyon models, mathematical equations derived from field measurements are used to 85 
develop context-dependent climatic models [23]. An example of these models is the cluster thermal time 86 
constant (CTTC) [24]. SomeSeveral climatic models are developed based on the basis of AutoCAD for 87 
designers and used to create an accurate 3D urban environment that best represents the a study area [25, 26]. 88 
These models have predefined assumptions and values for climatic parameters, such as temperature, mean 89 
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radiant temperature (Tmrt), and wind speed. Table 1 lists the main drawbacks of each climatic modelling 90 
system. 91 
Table 1. Limitations of different climatic systems [27]. 92 
1 Modelling system 2 Drawbacks 
3 1D models 
4 Simplified turbulence calculation, spatial differences within a canyon are not considered, role 
of urban geometry is underestimated in calculation of energy exchange, and predefined assumptions 
5 2D models 6 Predefined assumptions 
7 CTTC 8 Developed for certain contexts 
 93 
Bio-Bioclimatic modellingmodeling systems 94 
 95 
A recently proposed concept in numerical modellingmodeling systems is the integration of urban climatic 96 
knowledge into planning practices [25, 26]. The main task of bioclimatic modellingmodeling systems is 97 
predicting to predict the outdoor human thermal comfort of humans, which is a highly challenging task because 98 
of the complexities in calculating radiation fluxes received by a human body from surrounding areas in an urban 99 
setting. 100 
RayMan [27] and SOLWEIG [28] are some of the bioclimatic modellingmodeling systems used by scholars to 101 
quantify thermal indices, such as predicted mean vote (PMV) and physiological equivalent temperature (PET). 102 
Using The use of these models, allows planners can to assess climatic and bioclimatic parameters in urban 103 
environments and report accurate values for the outdoor human thermal comfort of humans in complicated 104 
outdoor environments. Required output is one of the critical factors in selecting bioclimatic models. For 105 
instance, PMV and PET are the required outputs of SOLWEIG and RayMan, leading which leads to the limited 106 
use of other thermal indices, such as  107 
standard effective temperature (SET), OUT-SET, and universal thermal climate index. Goteborg University [28] 108 
established SOLWEIG, which is a radiation model that accurately measures Tmrt and PET through calculations 109 
of radiative fluxes received from all directions. However, this model presents limitations, such as usingthe use 110 
of a simplified vegetation scheme [29]. One of the main limitations A main limitation of SLOWEIG is that the 111 
software uses limited thermal indices in assessing thermal comfort, simplifies the vegetation scheme, calculates 112 
radiative fluxes from all directions, and neglects some several climatic parameters affecting that affect comfort. 113 
Fluent is another bioclimatic modellingmodeling system that incorporates CFD to calculate wind speed and 114 
turbulence by considering radiation, heat balance, and evaporation modules [30]. This tool is mainly used to test 115 
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aerodynamics in vehicles or indoor spaces. However, this modellingmodeling system involves long computation 116 
time.  117 
RayMan can calculate radiation in complex urban environments [31]. This model does not require long 118 
computation time and can calculate Tmrt; however, the calculation does not include multiple reflections 119 
between among buildings. RayMan can also produce a diverse range of heat indices, such as PET and PMV 120 
[32]. The main meteorological inputs for RayMan include air temperature, humidity, and wind velocity; 121 
building and vegetation information is needed to begin modellingmodeling computation. RayMan was has been 122 
validated in previous studies [32]. In [32], the difference between the modelledmodeled and measured mean 123 
radiation temperatures in a semi-semiopen area was found to be negligible (R
2
 = 0.95). Some Several studies 124 
have reported that RayMan underestimates the value of Tmrt, especially under low solar angles, because it 125 
neglects the reflection from the surrounding buildings [33]. The main limitation of this stationary model is that it 126 
cannot predict the non-nonstationary characteristics of a human body that moves from points A to point B 127 
(sunny point to shaded point). The main limitations of In sum, RayMan are listed as;has the disadvantages of 128 
limited thermal indices in assessing thermal comfort, failure in predicting the non-nonstationary thermal 129 
characteristics of a moving person, and underestimation of Tmrt at low solar angles 130 
As another bioclimatic modellingmodeling system, Townscope TownScope is used for geometrical analysis of a 131 
3D urban environment. The bases of calculations in this model include mean daily average air temperature, 132 
wind speed, humidity, and surface temperature [25]. However, researchers using this model cannot alter the 133 
meteorological and weather files in the calculation. The vegetation package of the system is also extremely 134 
sophisticated. The main limitations of TownScope is are that it keeps the meteorological parameters constant 135 
during simulation and simplifies the vegetation scheme. 136 
Table 2 lists the main limitations of the studied bioclimatic modelling systems.  137 
Table 2. Limitations of different bio-climatic modelling systems [27]. 138 
Bio-climatic modelling system Limitations 
RayMan Uses limited thermal indices in assessing thermal comfort, cannot predict non-stationary thermal 
characteristics of a moving person and underestimates Tmrt at low solar angles 
SOLWEIG Uses limited thermal indices in assessing thermal comfort, simplifies the vegetation scheme, 
calculates radiative fluxes from all directions and neglects some climatic parameters affecting 
comfort 
Fluent Long computation time 
TownScope Keeps meteorological parameters constant during simulation and simplifies the vegetation scheme 
 139 
ENVI-met, a complete bioclimatic tool 140 
This study selects ENVI-met (3.1 beta 5) [3], which is a 3D microclimatic modellingmodeling system, to 141 
achieve the research objectives. ENVI-met is one of the most sophisticated models among all urban micro 142 
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climate microclimate models, and it includes all energy and radiative processes in the urban environments [34]. 143 
ENVI-met is used to simulate the interaction among surfaces, plants, and air in an urban environment and 144 
employs uses a typical resolution of 0.5 m to 10 m in space and 10 s in time. Simulations are generally 145 
performed for at least 24 h; however, the accuracy of results can be improved by running the simulations for 48 146 
h [35]. 147 
In this study, ENVI-met is used for modellingmodeling because it can simultaneously calculate meteorological 148 
parameters, surface energy fluxes, and soil and vegetative processes within a complex urban environment by 149 
using a diverse range of urban configurations [7, 36] .  150 
In predicting outdoor thermal comfort level, ENVI-met uses Tmrt, air temperature, relative humidity, and wind 151 
velocity as inputs. This tool provides the most accurate value in predicting thermal indices. 152 
ENVI-met is preferred for calculating outdoor thermal comfort because this bio-climatic-modelling bioclimatic 153 
modeling system can simulate microclimate dynamics on a daily basis. The model also predicts all radiation 154 
exchange processes, such as wind flow, turbulence, radiation flux, temperature, and humidity. ENVI-met 155 
possesses a comprehensive set of vegetation schemes and can model an urban setting in diverse contexts. This 156 
model does not consider vegetation as a porous obstacle to wind and solar irradiance and includes the 157 
physiological processes of evapotranspiration and photosynthesis in the calculations.  158 
In ENVI-met, soil consists of different layers. Using high spatial (up to 0.5 m horizontally) and high temporal 159 
resolution (up to 10 s) resolutions provides a detailed illustration of microclimatic changes, especially alterations 160 
in parameters that affect comfort and urban geometry. Initiating the model with numerous outputs requires few 161 
inputs. Moreover, ENVI-met can calculate Tmrt, which is the most important parameter in determining thermal 162 
comfort.  163 
ENVI-met has been widely applied to several studies worldwide to investigate the influences of greening [7, 37-164 
46] and design-related parameters on microclimate [7, 42, 47, 48]. However, this tool may not provide accurate 165 
values for the required outputs. Nevertheless, all modellingAll modeling systems must be validated against field 166 
measurements to determine their capability to produce accurate outputs within the an urban environment. This 167 
step is usually ignored by planning professionals because of complexities and difficulties in measuring 168 
individual variables in urban areas [49]. Several studies have established few helpful tools for comparing 169 
different scenarios [50]. Scholars have performed minor or major modifications on the input or boundary area 170 
setting to reduce the discrepancy between the simulated and measured outputs.  171 
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The following section provides a thorough review of previous validation studies. Field measurements are 172 
conducted to examine the reliability of ENVI-met in answering research questions. Table 3 1 presents a 173 
comparison of various modellingmodeling systems according to the required criteria in addressing the research 174 
questions. 175 
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 177 
How accurate Accuracy of ENVI-met is (review Review of previous studies) 178 
Validation with field measurement is an integral part of simulation-based studies. To demonstrate the accuracy 179 
of ENVI-met, this This section provides a comprehensive review of previous studies that have used ENVI-met 180 
as the main tool to demonstrate its accuracy. The methods and validation conducted in each study are also 181 
discussed.  182 
A study conducted in Glasgow, United KingdomUK used ENVI-met to evaluate the efficiency of various green 183 
infrastructures in addressing the overheating problem in cold-climate urban agglomeration. This validation study 184 
revealed that air temperature is overestimated during night-nighttime and underestimated during daytime [51]. A 185 
similar study conducted in Beijing, China evaluated the influence of landscape on microclimate variation and 186 
achieved a reasonable agreement between the measured and simulated outputs (coefficient factor of 0.8087) 187 
[52]. However, a similar study conducted in Manchester, UK obtained a low coefficient factor (R
2
 = 0.56) and 188 
attributed the difference between the field data and simulated outputs to the elimination of various building 189 
envelopes, U values, and internal air temperature for each building [53]. Air temperature, relative humidity, 190 
wind velocity, and solar irradiance were validated at 12 points in Japan to examine the effect of greening on 191 
Comment [16152]: We changed 
this for consistency. 
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reducing the ambient air temperature at the pedestrian level. A cloudless sky was selected as the weather 192 
condition for a simulation day, and the spatial and temporal variability variabilities ofin the sky condition in the 193 
field measurement waswere ignored, thereby resulting in overestimation of solar irradiance [54]. A similar result 194 
was obtained in a study conducted in Damascus, Syria under a different climatic condition. ENVI-met slightly 195 
overestimated the solar radiation for the study areas (solar radiation was reduced to 85%). Some deviations were 196 
also observed between the simulated and field data results. Therefore, the input values, including initial 197 
atmospheric temperature, soil, wind speed 10 m above ground, and specific and relative humidity, were adjusted 198 
[55]. In a study in Hong Kong, ENVI-met showed a reasonable agreement between the measured and simulated 199 
data for air temperature (R
2 
= 0.745) and Tmrt (R
2 
= 0.615) [56]. However, a similar study conducted in 200 
Manchester, UK observed a large temperature difference between the measured and simulated temperatures in 201 
some several receptors. The authors concluded that at least three nesting grids and five empty grids were 202 
required for a large modellingmodeling domain. Soil humidity, and upper temperature, and middle temperatures 203 
were changed according to on the basis of a previous study conducted in this area. The model version used in 204 
this study was limited to starting temperature and wind condition as factors; therefore, the values could not be 205 
forced during the simulation [53]. 206 
Several studies validated the use of ENVI-met to determine the effect of urban shading on microclimate and 207 
outdoor thermal comfort. For instance, a study in Malaysia used ENVI-met to examine the thermal performance 208 
of an unshaded courtyard and reported agreement between the modelledmodeled and real data of meteorological 209 
parameters [57]. ENVI-met was also used to evaluate the influence of adding shading trees to thea street canyon 210 
on the sub-subtropical climate of Sao São Paulo, Brazil; in this work, the tool overestimated solar radiation, 211 
which decreased to 90%. The application of the same material for all buildings and the absence of heat storage 212 
in the building properties could cause a discrepancy between the measured and simulated values. The coefficient 213 
factor between the measured and simulated values (based on 79 values) increased to 0.7487 after minor 214 
modifications [58]. 215 
ENVI-met was also validated in studies that assessed the effecteffects of urban design strategies, built form, 216 
street structure, and urban form on meteorological parameters. ENVI-met was used to assess thermal comfort in 217 
different urban tissues in São Paulo, Brazil. The model underestimated the values for air temperature because 218 
the regional climatic condition was eliminated [59]. A similar study examined the effects of urban design 219 
strategies on pedestrian thermal comfort. The simulated outputs of the model did not perfectly match the field 220 
data. Therefore, the model was identified as a suitable tool for comparison-based studies only. The discrepancy 221 
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between the measured and simulated values could be attributed to the non- nonnested model boundary, constant 222 
values of potential temperature and humidity at 2,500 m height during the simulation without external forcing 223 
for the meteorological data, as well as and the lack of thermal mass in building properties [60].  224 
In the Netherlands, the measured and simulated air temperatures presented similar patterns on the first day of 225 
measurement. However, on On the second day, the number and time of the hottest hours showed some 226 
inconsistencies. The study conducted necessary adjustments in the model and reported that the final correlation 227 
coefficient between the two sets of data increased to 0.80 [61]. Wang and Akbari found that ENVI-met 228 
underestimated the air temperature and overestimated the relative humidity in Montreal, Canada during daytime 229 
and night-nighttime. The difference between the measured and simulated outputs could be due to the following: 230 
(1) unified and assumed numerical values of the material properties for simulation, (2) disregarding actual cloud 231 
coverage in the model and the influence of horizontal long-wave fluxes fluxes, and (3) large time intervals (10 232 
min) for updating the sun position and the radiative fluxes fluxes from the sky [62]. Scholars in Malaysia 233 
assessed the effecteffects of trees and ground material modification on reaching the maximum cooling effect and 234 
mitigating the heat island effect. ENVI-met underestimated the average values of the air and surface 235 
temperatures. The initial temperature was increased by 2 °C to improve the correlation between the measured 236 
and simulated values. The average wind speed was altered from 2.1 m/s to 1.1 m/s because of strong variation in 237 
the measured wind speed in terms of direction and speed during daytime [63]. Hamza and Dudek  conducted a 238 
validation study on climatic conditions in Cairo, Egypt and found that the model underestimated the Tmrt values 239 
after sunset; the results could be due to the reduced short-wave radiation after sunset. The lack of heat storage in 240 
building properties resulted in daytime overestimation and night-nighttime underestimation of long-wave 241 
radiation emitted by walls. After several modifications, the coefficient values for air temperature and Tmrt 242 
increased to 0.942 and 0.916, respectively [64]. 243 
Few studies validated wind behaviourbehavior by using ENVI-met. Krugler conducted a validation study on 244 
ENVI-met in Curitiba, Brazil and reported that the measured and simulated values for wind speed below 2 m/s 245 
were consistent (R2 = 0.80). However, ENVI-met often overestimated the wind speed within a canyon for input 246 
wind speeds over 2 m/s (R
2 
= 0.70) [65]. 247 
The discrepancy between the measured and simulated values is not always due to the modellingmodeling 248 
incapability of ENVI-met. Different methodological approaches may also result in differences in numerical 249 
values. For instance, ENVI-met that used uses reference weather station data from weather stations is not an 250 
inappropriate representative of thea study site.  251 
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ENVI-met version 4.0 was used to investigate the effecteffects of different orientations and canyon aspect ratios 252 
on street-level microclimate in Rajarhat Newtown, India. ENVI-met presents presented certain limitations in 253 
modellingmodeling microclimate in terms of limited domain size (100 m × 100 m grid), exclusion of single 254 
walls as a design element, and exclusion of the effect of sea breeze on the wind speed [66]. 255 
A study used ENVI-met 3.1 to quantify the optimum cooling effect of trees with modified ground materials in 256 
the tropical climate of Putrajaya. A strong correlation was found between the measured and modelledmodeled 257 
values, confirming and confirmed the reliability of ENVI-met in predicting existing air and ground surface 258 
temperatures [63]. 259 
A similar study assessed the capability of unshaded courtyards in cooling outdoor spaces by using different 260 
design configurations and scenarios (e.g., orientation, height and albedo of wall enclosure, and vegetation). The 261 
predicted values and real data of meteorological stations showed acceptable agreement after minor adjustments 262 
were implemented [57]. Scholars developed a recent version of ENVI-met, namely, ENVI-met V4 Beta 263 
software, to evaluate the thermal performance of different hot spots in an urban complex. The model showed 264 
(R2)R
2
 of 0.69 < 1, indicating which indicated a statistically significant correlation. Moreover, the model had a 265 
Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient of efficiency (E) of 0.91 and index of agreement (d) of 0.91, which arewere close to 266 
1, thereby indicating which indicated perfect performance [67]. Yang [68] reviewed studies that assessed ENVI-267 
met and observed the improved performance of the new version of ENVI-met V.4 in terms of root mean square 268 
error (RMSE) values and index of agreement (d) compared with the previous version (V. 3.1) for air 269 
temperature evaluation. Table 4 2 presents the objective of validation studies that used ENVI-met as primary 270 
software, the limitations of the model, and the validation outcomes.  271 
 272 
Table 42. Results of previous validation studies that used ENVI-met. 273 



























To assess the efficiency of green 
infrastructure in addressing the 
potential overheating problem in cold-
climate urban agglomerations 
 
ENVI-met overestimated and underestimated the air 































To investigate the thermal 
performance characteristics of 
unshaded courtyards in hot and humid 
climates 
ENVI-met exhibited a high level of agreement 
between the recorded and modelledmodeled 






























To assess thermal comfort in different 
urban tissues 
ENVI-met underestimated the values of air 




































To measure the effect of landscape on 
microclimate variation 
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 
the simulated and field data on air temperature with a 


















To assess the cooling effects of trees 
and cool roofs on a residential 
neighbourhoodneighborhood 
ENVI-met showed RMSEs of 1.41 °C (mesic), 1.81 
°C (oasis), and 2.00 °C (xeric) for air temperature at 2 

























To assess the effects of various 
building geometries in four typical 
urban districts on outdoor temperature 
and comfort 
ENVI-met underestimated the air temperature and 
overestimated the relative humidity for daytime and 
night-nighttime. The numerical values of the material 
properties for the simulation were unified and 
assumed. The actual cloud coverage was ignored in 
the model, the effect of horizontal long-wave 
fluxesfluxes was ignored, and large time steps (10 
min) were used to update the sun position and 
radiative fluxes fluxes from the sky. After 
adjustments, the coefficient values for air temperature 

































To investigate the effect of adding 
shading trees on thea street canyon 
ENVI-met overestimated the solar radiation for the 
São Paulo condition. Therefore, solar radiation was 
reduced to 90%. This discrepancy was attributed to 
the application of the same material for all buildings 
and the absence of heat storage in building properties. 
After minor modifications, the coefficient factor 
between the measured and simulated values (based on 
































To evaluate the effecteffects of trees 
and ground material modification on 
maximizing the cooling effect and 
mitigating the heat island effect 
 
ENVI-met underestimated the average values of air 
and surface temperatures. Therefore, the initial 
temperature was increased by 2 °C to achieve 
improved correlation between the measured and 
simulated values. The average wind speed changed 
from 2.1 m/s to 1.1 m/s because the measured wind 



























To simulate outdoor air temperature, 
mean radiant temperatureTmrt, wind 
speed, and relative humidity 
The variations in the measured and modelledmodeled 
air temperatures were similar, and their final 

































To evaluate the microclimate of an 
outdoor urban form 
ENVI-met underestimated Tmrt after sunset hours 
because of the reduced short-wave radiation after 
sunset. The lack of heat storage in the building 
properties in ENVI-met led to daytime overestimation 
and night-nighttime underestimation of long-wave 
radiation emitted by walls. After the modifications, 
the coefficient values for air temperature and Tmrt 































To evaluate the effecteffects of 
various greening scenarios on 
microclimate on the block and 
neighbourhoodneighborhood scales 
The regression analysis between the measured and 
simulated air temperatures did not show a reasonable 
agreement (R2 = 0.56). The model did not allow for 
variations in building envelope, U values, or internal 
temperatures for individual buildings. The model also 
did not allow forcing of weather variables. The model 














































To assess the effect of greening on 
lowering the ambient air temperature 
at the pedestrian level 
 
Air temperature, relative humidity, wind velocity, and 
solar irradiance were validated at 12 points by using 
on-site measurements. ENVI-met overestimated solar 
irradiance. The spatial Spatial and temporal 
differences were not recorded during the field 
measurement. Therefore, a cloudless sky was selected 
as the weather condition for a simulation day, leading 
which led to the deviation between the measured and 


























To evaluate the effecteffects of 
landscape elements on thermal 
comfort for detached buildings 
 
 
ENVI-met tended to slightly overestimate the solar 
radiation in the study area, thereby reducing which 
reduced the solar radiation to 85%. Some deviations 
were also recorded between the simulated and field 
data. Therefore, the input values, including initial 
atmospheric temperature, soil, wind speed at 10 m 
above ground level, and specific and relative 































To simulate near-ground air 
temperature in a typical residential 
neighbourhoodneighborhood 
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 

















To evaluate the effect of downtown 
greening on microclimatic data 
  
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 
the measured and simulated data for air temperature 

















To investigate the effecteffects of 
urban design strategies on pedestrian 
thermal comfort  
The discrepancy between the measured and simulated 
values could be attributed to the non-nonnested 
model boundary, the constant values of the potential 
temperature and humidity at 2,500 m above ground 
during the simulation without external forcing for the 
meteorological data, as well as and the lack of 


































To assess the effect of vegetation on 
temperature reduction during extreme 
heat events 
The simulation depended on validating air 
temperature by collecting data from Phoenix, United 
StatesUS, with vegetation and microclimatic 

















To evaluate the effecteffects of seven 
greenspace scenarios on microclimate  
In some receptors, aA large temperature difference 
was observed between the measured and simulated 
temperatures in several receptors. According to the 
The ENVI-met documentation, indicated that at least 
three nesting grids and five empty grids were required 
for a large modellingmodeling domain. Soil humidity, 
and upper temperature, and middle temperatures were 
changed according to a previous study [62]. Given 
that the model version used in this study was limited 
to starting temperature and wind condition, the The 
values could not be forced during the simulation, 
given that the model version used in this study was 































To assess the effect of street 
orientation on prevailing winds and its 
consequences on ventilation and wind 
speed at the pedestrian level 
The measured and simulated values were consistent 
(R2 = 0.80) for wind speeds below 2 m/s. However, 
ENVI-met overestimated the wind speed within thea 

































To explore the effects effect of 
architectural design on thermal 
performance in outdoor environments 
An insignificant difference was observed between air 
temperature and wind speed across canyons because 
































 In this section, one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne which that iswill be the subject of 276 
rapid urban development in the future is studied. One of the visions of Melbourne City Council for future urban 277 
developments is to quantify the thermal and climatic consequences of implementing the proposed urban growth 278 
scenarios. Therefore, this section of the paper explains the validation process for the model which that is going 279 
to will be used as the base for future urban growth scenarios and assess the reliability of ENVI-met in accurately 280 
modellingmodeling the simulated outputs. 281 
The methodology section has been is divided into two parts;. In the first section, in the first section the 282 
Thedescription of the  study area, selection of the measurement points and their physical characteristics, process 283 
of field measurements, equipment’s used to conduct the field measurements, and the monitored values are 284 
explained in the first part. The second part of the methodology discusses the simulation approach, setting up the 285 
establishment of the model with accurate inputs and configuration parameters, and compares the comparison of 286 
the results of the simulated and measured values through RMSE calculation. Finally, the validation process of 287 
the model and the adjustments needed for the control parameters are discusseddescribed.   288 
Study area and field measurements  289 
 290 
City North (Carlton), Melbourne, which is subject to future urban renewal and development, was selected as the 291 
study area. Seven points with diverse design features were selected to begin the field measurements. The 292 
selected points included two sites with varying street widths and a similar orientation, two urban sites with 293 
different street orientations and a similar H/W ratio, two urban canyons under a tree canopy (one was located in 294 
an urban park and the other under a tree canopy on a street), and a reference control site in an open space area. 295 
Each site was positioned in predominantly mixed-use (residential–commercial) areas that are subject to future 296 
urban development. Figure 1 shows the location and position of each measurement point in the site. The climatic 297 
Climatic parameters were measured in the middle part of each canyon. For certain points, the installation of 298 
HOBO data loggers was not infeasible due to safety and security reasons. However, none of the HOBO data 299 
loggers were obstructed or shaded by trees and other buildings.  300 
 301 
 302 
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Figure 1. Location of selected points for on-site measurement (Source: [69]). 304 
Source: [69] 305 
 306 
Measurement was conducted for peak warm weather in Melbourne. Field measurements were performed in 307 
January because this month has the hottest days throughout the year and the air temperaturer. Table 5 shows that 308 
the air temperature in January can reach reach to 38.8 °C. Although the climate data from the Melbourne 309 
Olympic Park in January 2015 identified January 2 and 3 as two of the hottest days of the month, field 310 
measurement was conducted on these days due to the lower wind speeds in January 5 and 6. (the The purpose 311 
was to conduct modellingmodeling and simulation when warmer urban temperatures are more likely to induce 312 
human thermal stress, and climate is associated with high air temperature and low wind speed). Figure 2 313 
illustrates the air temperature variation recorded at the Melbourne Olympic Park weather station in January 314 
2015. 315 


























































































Figure 2. Maximum recorded air temperatures at Melbourne Olympic Park (Station number: 086338) in January 319 
2015, (Source: [70]). 320 
 321 
From January 5, 2015 at 7:00 to January 6, 2015 at 19:00, on-site field field measurements were conducted 322 
under sunny and clear skies. A portable weather station was installed 3 m above the ground. At selected points 323 
in the study area, four Four HOBO onset data loggers (2 m above the ground) and two comfort carts were 324 
installed at selected points in the study area to record air temperature. A Nikon Coolpix 5400 camera with a 325 
fisheye converter and a 180° angle of view was used to capture sky-view factor images at the measurement 326 
points. Measurements were taken using collected from thea weather station, comfort carts, and HOBO onset 327 
data loggers at 1 h, 15 min, and 5 min intervals, respectively. The simulated hourly outputs were validated by 328 
converting all the recorded climatic variables into hourly data.  329 
The first site (point Point 1) was an open area with asphalt pavement and had almost no obstruction to the sky. 330 
This point was operated as a regional weather station for the field measurement. The second point Point 2 was 331 
located under a dense tree canopy with 20 m height and a distinct crown layer at the University Square Park. 332 
This point was covered with a grass surface and had lessminimal exposure to the sky because of the shading by 333 
the surrounding trees. Point 3 was located in the middle of an east–west-oriented canyon with asphalt pavement. 334 
This site was surrounded by medium-height (two to three stories) residential units and a few recently built high-335 
rise buildings. Point 4 was located in the middle of the northwestNW–southeastSE-oriented boulevard with 336 
vegetated areas in the middle of the canyon. The data logger at this point was installed on a pole in the middle of 337 
the boulevard on top of the planted area. This point was not shaded by any tree. The surface was covered by 338 
grass, and the canyon was wider than that in all other sites. This site comprised buildings with varying heights 339 
of 2 to 12 stories. Point 5 was located in an asphalt-paved urban canyon with an orientation similar to that of 340 
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point Point 4. However, the street canyon at point Point 5 was narrower than that at point Point 4. Similar to 341 
point Point 4, the building height at point Point 5, building heights ranged from 2 to 12 stories. As a result, point 342 
Point 5 had a higher H/W ratio than point Point 4. Point 6 was located in an asphalt-paved canyon perpendicular 343 
to the canyon at point Point 3. The width of streets at points Points 3 and 6 was almost equal,; but however, the 344 
taller buildings at point Point 6 resulted in a higher H/W ratio at this point. A construction site and an urban park 345 
were located on both sides of the street at point Point 6. Point 7 was located under a 20 m -high average dense 346 
tree canopy on Victoria Street. The surface was covered with grass, and the building height varied from 2 to 24 347 
stories.  348 
These points were selected to cover various urban canyons with different features, such as H/W ratio, surface 349 
material, proximity to vegetated areas, and SVF. For instance, points Points 4 and 5 were situated in urban 350 
canyons with the same orientation (NW–SE) but had different street widths and H/W ratios. Points 3 and 6 were 351 
located in street canyons with almost equal H/W ratio but different orientations (perpendicular to each other). 352 
Points 1 and 7 were located below the canopy of dense trees, with the former located in an urban park and the 353 
latter located on Victoria Street. Table 6.23 shows the detailed characteristics of the selected measurement 354 
points. Table 6.34 presents the images of the selected canyons and corresponding SVF images. 355 
 356 
Table 63. Characteristics of selected points for on-site measurement [71]. 357 
























































































































Table 7 4. Selected canyons and SVF images of measurement points. 358 
 359 
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Equipment used for on-site measurement  361 
 362 
Comfort carts, HOBO data loggers, a portable weather station, and a fisheye camera were used to capture SVF 363 
images. The comfort study recommended the measurements to be taken at 1.1 m. However, the HOBO data 364 
loggers and weather station were installed at 2 m and 3 m above the ground level, respectively, to avoid sensor 365 
damage in the study area. According to a study conducted by Oke, the measurement equipment should be 366 
installed at the standard observational height, which could vary from 1.25 m to 2 m. Oke also observed very 367 
slight minimal gradients for air temperature measured throughout the urban canopy layer [72]. 368 
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The accuracy ranges of the employed used equipment complied with ISO 7726 recommendations. Table 8 lists 369 
the measured variables, sensor height, and logging interval for each instrument. Table 9 presents the level of 370 
accuracy of the portable weather station in measuring various climatic parameters.  371 
Table 8 Descriptions of equipment used in the study area. 372 
 373 
Table 9 Accuracy level in measuring different climatic variables by portable weather station. 374 
Variables Accuracy 
Air temperature ±0.7 °C (0–40 °C) 
Relative humidity ±5% (5–50 °C) 
Wind speed ±3% 
Solar radiation 1.5% +5 W/m2 
Globe temperature ±0.25 °C (0–50 °C) 
 375 
HOBO data loggers were used at points Points 3, 4, 5 and to –6, and a fixed fixed meteorological monitoring 376 
station was installed at point Point 1 as reference. Various climatic parameters were recorded using different 377 
sensors in the station. Wind monitors, temperature and humidity sensors, and global illuminance and solar 378 
radiation sensors were installed in the weather station. Simulation was initialisedinitialized using the recorded 379 
air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed,  and wind direction at point Point 1 as the initial climatic 380 
variables.  381 
A comfort car was used in the measurement. This tool was designed to assess thermal environments inside 382 
buildings according to procedures and protocols in the thermal comfort standard of ASHRAE [73]. The 383 
environment was measured by each cart simultaneously at four heights within the occupied zone. These heights 384 
are coded with the following colourscolors: 385 
Equipment Parameter Sensor height Logging interval 
HOBO H08 003-02 Air temperature and relative humidity 2 m 15 min 
Portable weather station 
Air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and 
direction, global solar radiation, global illuminance 







Air temperature, globe temperature, relative 
humidity, wind speed and direction, PMV and CO2 
Four different heights 




Converter FC-E9 0.2x 
 
SVF images at different points 
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• [Black] HEAD (1.7 m above floor level corresponds to the head of a standing person) (a) 386 
• [Red] HI (1.1 m above floor level corresponds to the head of a seated person) (b) 387 
• [Blue] MID (0.6 m above floor level corresponds to the waist of a seated person) (c) 388 
• [Green] LO (0.1 m above floor level corresponds to the ankles of a seated person) (d) 389 
Figure 3 presents a comfort cart installed at point Point 2 under the canopy of a tree in an urban park at the 390 
University Square. Figure 3 shows four different heights of measurement in the comfort cart. Figure 4 391 
showsdepicts the second comfort cart installed under the tree canopy on Victoria Street (point Point 7). Table 10 392 
presents the accuracy level and technical details of the comfort carts used in this study. 393 
                                                394 
Figure 3. Comfort cart at point Point 2 under athe shade of a tree canopy in an urban park (University Square). 395 
 396 
Figure 4. Comfort cart at point Point 7 under athe shade of a tree canopy on Victoria Street. 397 
 398 
Table 10. Technical details and accuracy level of comfort carts used in this study. 399 
Sensor Specification 
Three x TSI omnidirectional anemometers 
(model number 8475) 
- Time constant adjustable from 0.2 to 2 s, with default time set to 
0.2 s. 
- Range = 0.05–2.5 m/s 
- Accuracy = 3% of reading (e.g. < 0.01 m/s for typical indoor 
environments) 
Three x OMEGA 44032 linear thermistor composites for air 
temperatures 
- Interchangeability = 0.1 °C 
- Time constant = 1 s 
Three x OMEGA 44032 linear thermistor composites for globe 
temperatures 
- Interchangeability = 0.1 °C 
- Time constant = approximately 10 min 
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One HyCal-integrated circuit humidity sensor (IH-3605-B) - Repeatability = 0.5% RH at 25 °C 
- Total accuracy = 2% RH at 25 °C 
- Hysteresis = 0.8% of span max 
- Time constant = 15 s at 25 °C 
 400 
Hemispherical digital images were taken with a fisheye lens camera from the centrecenter of each urban canyon, 401 
and the SVF value at each selected point in the urban canyons was calculated. Figure 5 shows that SOLWEIG 402 
1D was used to convert the SVF images into their corresponding SVF values at each point. Table 11 lists the 403 
features of the digital camera used to take the images. 404 
 405 
Figure 5. Calculating SVF value from fisheye camera images in SOLWEIG 1D. 406 
 407 
Table 11. Technical details of fisheye camera for taking SVF photos. 408 
Nikon Coolpix 5400 
Lens: Nikon Fisheye Converter FC-E9 0.2x 
Angle of view: 180° 
 409 
Results of onsiteon-site measurement 410 
The climatic data reveal show fluctuations in the air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed in the study 411 
area during the measurement dates. This variation is observed not only at different times of the measurement but 412 
also at different measurement points. The difference in the average recorded climatic data at different 413 
measurement points can be attributed to the accuracy of the equipment, the location of the equipment during the 414 
measurement, the proximity to construction sites, and the geometry of each canyon.  415 
The mean daytime air temperature varies from 24 °C to 29.6 °C across the seven measurement points. This 416 
fluctuation is significantly lower under the night-nighttime condition, during which the maximum difference in 417 
the monitored data is only 0.6 °C. Similar to daytime and night-nighttime air temperature patterns, the relative 418 
humidity during the day shows a higher level of fluctuation than that during the night. The mean daytime 419 
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relative humidity ranges from 45% to 58%, and the night-nighttime relative humidity varies from 83% to 87%. 420 
Wind speed has the lowest level of variation; only a 1.7 m/s difference is observed between the highest and 421 
lowest wind speed values at different measurement points. Table 12 5 lists the maximum and minimum 422 
measured air temperature, relative humidity and wind speed air temperatures, relative humidities, and wind 423 
speeds during the measurement. Figure 6 shows the variations in air temperature at different measurement 424 
points. Figure 7 presents the variations in relative humidity at different measurement points. Figure 8 shows the 425 
variations in wind speed. 426 
 427 
Table 125. Differences in measured data at various measurement points during daytime and night-nighttime. 428 
Climatic parameter 
Min Max (Max−–Min) 
Day Night Day Night Day Night 
Air temperature (°C) 24.5 19.8 29.6 20.5 5.1 0.7 
Relative humidity (%) 45 83.3 58 87.2 13 3.9 
Wind speed (m/s) 0.3 2 1.7 
 429 
 430 
Figure 6. Monitored air temperature at selected measurement points during daytime (9:00–17:00); (left) and 431 





Figure 7. Monitored relative humidity at selected measurement points during daytime (9:00–17:00); (left) and 435 
night-nighttime (22:00–5:00); (right). 436 
 437 
Figure 8. Monitored wind speed at daytime (9:00–17:00). 438 
 439 
Simulation approach and verification against field measurements  440 
 441 
The model of the study area was set up constructed using the area input file (Table 136) and configuration file 442 
(Table 147). The configuration file was used as starting point to run the initial ENVI-met model as closely as 443 
possible to the observed air temperature determined at each measurement point. 444 
 445 
Table 13 6. Initial set-upsetup of the model domain (area input file) [71]. 446 
Input setup Value 
Orientation (degree from the north) 7 
Number of x grids 230 
Number of y grids 230 
Number of z grids 30 
Size of grid cell in m (dx) 3 
Size of grid cell in m (dy) 3 
Size of grid cell in m (dz) 2 
Name of location Melbourne, Australia 
Position on earththe Earth Latitude (−37.49), longitude (144.58)  
Number of nesting grids 5 
Soil profile for nesting grids Soils A and B = Loamy soil 
 447 
 448 
Table 14 7. Settings for the configuration file used to run the initial ENVI-met model [71]. 449 
Input for configuration file Value 
Start simulation 1:00, January 6, 2015 
Total simulation time in hours 48 h 
Save model state (each min) 60  
Wind speed at 10 m above ground (m/s) 1.7 
Wind direction 171 
Roughness length 0.1 
Initial temperature atmosphere 297 K 
Specific humidity at 2,500 m above ground level 9.5 
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Relative humidity at 2 m% 




Initial temperature, upper layer (0–20 cm); (K) 293 
Initial temperature, middle layer (20–50 cm); (K) 293 
Initial temperature, deep layer (> 50 cm); (K) 293 
Relative humidity, upper layer 30 
Relative humidity, middle layer 60 
Relative humidity, deep layer 60 
Receptor data 
Save receptor (each min) 60 min 
Building data 
Inside temperature 19.85 °C 
Heat transmission of walls 1.94 
Heat transmission of roofs 6 
Albedo walls 0.2 
Albedo roofs 0.3 
 450 
Vegetation in the model domain was selected from the plant database of ENVI-met. Each plant in the study area 451 
was linked to the closest default plant provided by ENVI-met. The plant database in ENVI-met is broad and 452 
generalisedgeneralized and does not belong to any specific species. The height of the plant database was 453 
modified according to the vegetation height in the study area. LAD, RAD, and total depth of the root zone were 454 
not measured for each plant in the study area. However, the sensitivity analysis showed that changing these 455 
values (i.e., LAD, RAD, and total depth of the root zone) hadexerted a negligible effect on the simulated 456 
outputs. Wind speed and direction, initial air temperature, and humidity were obtained from the portable 457 
weather station installed in an open space in the study area. The roughness length and short-wave adjustment 458 
were kept at default because they represented a compact urban environment. The relative humidity on the upper 459 
layer of the soil was changed from its default value (60) to 30 to represent a more an accurate sample of the 460 
study area. A receptor was placed at the location of the equipment location in each of the seven points to 461 
compare the measured and modelledmodeled microclimatic variables.  462 
The model had numerous output parameters, including wind speed, relative humidity, surface temperature, and 463 
Tmrt,; but however, air temperature was selected as the validation criterion because it is one of the most 464 
important climatic parameters that define thermal environments. Several studies have adopted a similar 465 
approach in selecting air temperature as the most important parameter in validation [53, 74].  466 
RMSE was quantified at the selected measurement points to measure the discrepancy between the 467 
modelledmodeled and measured data. RMSE is one of the most reliable methods offor error calculation and is 468 
has been widely used in previous studies [75, 76]. When the RMSE approaches approached zero, the model 469 
exhibits exhibited optimum performance. Low RMSE values are were captured when most variations are were 470 
within the observed value. Table 15 8 shows the calculated RMSE between the simulated and measured air 471 
temperatures.  472 
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Table 15 8. RMSE values between initial ENVI-met model and measured air temperature at different 473 
measurement points. 474 
Simulations RMSE at selected points 
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
RMSE (measured/initial ENVI-met model) 1.42 1.26 3.14 3.55 5.25 4.62 2.40 
 475 
Table 15 8 shows that the highest error values occuroccurred at points Points 5 and 6, with RMSEs as high as 476 
5.25 °C and 4.62 °C, respectively. The positioning of the data loggers in urban canyons possibly led to the high 477 
value of error at these points.  478 
The model exhibited optimum performance at points Points 1, 2, and 7, with the lowest RMSE values of 1.42 479 
°C, 1.26 °C, and 2.40 °C, respectively. The higher level of accuracy in monitoring data by the portable weather 480 
station (point Point 1) and comfort carts (points Points 2 and 7) compared with that of the HOBO data loggers 481 
(points Points 3, 4, 5 and to –6) led to lower RMSE values.  482 
Lower discrepancy was found between the measured and modelledmodeled air temperatures compared with the 483 
other points in urban canyons at point Point 1, which was an open space where the portable weather station 484 
iswas fixed. Table 15 8 shows that the initial ENVI-met model provided approximate air temperature values 485 
close to the measured data. However, calibration should be conducted to generate results that reflect the 486 
measured values at selected points. In the following section, certain input variables arewere adjusted in the 487 
configuration file in the initial ENVI-met model to check whether the accuracy of the results can could be 488 
improved. 489 
 490 
Adjustment in the initial ENVI-met model 491 
 492 
Whether altering a parameter would result in discrepancy reduction was assessed by running the initial ENVI-493 
met model with various ranges of configuration files. The initial air temperature, relative humidity, roughness 494 
length, short-wave adjustment factor, wind speed, and albedo of building walls were modified based on the basis 495 
of the average climatic data recorded at the weather station (Olympic Park) closest to the selected measurement 496 
points. Table 16 9 depicts the changes in the input variables in each run of the initial model.  497 
 498 
Table 16 9. Input parameters in configuration files used in various simulation runs [71]. 499 
Symbol Changing parameter In the initial ENVI-met model In adjustment tests 
 Factor of short-wave adjustment 0.5 1 
    + Initial air temperature 297 K (23.8 °C) 295 




 Roughness length 0.5 0.1 
 Wind  1.7 4 
 Albedo walls 0.2 0.3 
 Albedo roof 0.2 0.4 
 500 
Table 17 10 and Figure 9 present the calculated RMSE values for each simulation run. Table 17 10 indicates 501 
that adjusting the input parameters improved the performance of the model. However, the magnitude of each 502 
improvement varied from one measurement point to another. The lowest RMSE levels at points Points 1 and 2 503 
were due to modification in the initial air temperature and relative humidity, with RMSE values decreasing from 504 
1.42 °C to 0.95 °C and from 1.26 °C to 0.75 °C, respectively. The lowest RMSE value at point Point 3 was due 505 
to adjustment in the albedo of the walls from 0.2 to 0.3, thereby reducing which reduced the RMSE from 3.14 506 
°C to 2.01 °C. The same level of reduction was caused by altering the short-wave adjustment factor from 0.5 to 507 
0.1. By modifying the wind speed and albedo, the The model demonstrated improved performance at points 508 
Points 4, 5, 6 and to –7 by modifying the wind speed and albedo.  509 
 510 
Table 17 10. RMSE values in different runs of the initial ENVI-met model with altered configuration files. 511 
Symbol Simulations RMSE values at selected areas 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
    × Initial ENVI-met model 1.42 1.26 3.14 3.55 5.25 4.62 2.40 
 Factor of short-wave adjustment 1.13 1.66 2.01 2.65 3.64 3.32 0.99 
    + Initial air temperature 0.95 0.76 2.85 3.28 4.90 4.30 1.66 
 Relative humidity 0.95 0.75 2.85 3.28 4.90 4.32 1.69 
 Roughness length 1.28 1.69 2.28 2.73 3.62 3.72 1.38 
 Wind speed 1.14 1.61 2.13 2.65 3.6 3.56 1.11 
 Albedo of walls 1.14 1.68 2.01 2.65 3.62 3.31 1 
 Albedo of walls 1.17 1.71 2.06 2.65 3.60 3.31 1.01 
 512 
Figure 9 shows that performing various runs of the initial ENVI-met model improved the accuracy of the results 513 
with a different value. Thus, changing one input parameter resulted in lower RMSE at one point but increased 514 
the RMSE at the other point. Therefore, the average values were included for calibration. Table 17 10 shows the 515 
RMSE values for all the configuration files. The model achieved optimum performance by altering the short-516 
wave adjustment factor from 0.5 to 1. 517 
The adjustment factor ranged from 0.5 (50% of unmodified ENVI-met value) to 1.5 (150%). When this value 518 
was altered to 1, the errors were reduced by 0.29, 1.13, 0.9, 1.61, 1.3, and 1.44 at points Points 1, and 3, 4, 5, 6, 519 






Figure 9. Calculated RMSE in different runs of initial ENVI-met model. 523 
 524 
Figure 10. Mean measured and mean simulated values after adjustment. 525 
 526 
Figure 10 illustrates the mean measured and mean simulated air temperatures after the adjustment was 527 
incorporated into the short-wave adjustment factor. The measured air temperature in the open space (point Point 528 
1) ranged ranging from 22 °C to 27 °C. The mean measured air temperature at this point was 1.1 °C lower than 529 
the mean of the adjusted simulation. ENVI-met overestimated the air temperature by 1.4 °C at point Point 2 530 
(urban park) and by 1.2 °C at point Point 7 (under the tree canopy on Victoria Street). The opposite trend was 531 
observed in urban canyons betweenamong buildings, where ENVI-met underestimated the air temperature at 532 
points Points 3, 4, 5 and to –6 by 0.8 °C, 0.8 °C, 3.3 °C, and 1.7 °C, respectively. The same behaviourbehavior 533 
was monitored in the study conducted in Melbourne. In [77], the diurnal variation of the modelledmodeled air 534 
temperature was overestimated by ENVI-met in areas with landscapes, whereas the modelledmodeled air 535 
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temperature was underestimated for the sites between among sites and underestimated between among the built-536 
up areas. 537 
The calculated RMSE values at selected points indicated a large magnitude of error for points Points 3, 4, 5 and 538 
to –6, which were located between among urban canyons. The larger RMSE values at these points compared 539 
with than those located at points Points 1, 2, and 7 maymight be attributed to the location of point Point 1 (an 540 
open space similar to the location of the portable weather station). The RMSE values between the observed and 541 
adjusted models were within the acceptable range. Therefore, the model iswas considered valid for relative 542 
comparison of urban dynamics.  543 
The results of this study showshowed that although ENVI-met is widely used to address the questions of the 544 
impactinfluence of urban development on urban climate, pedestrian thermal comfort, surface, and air 545 
temperature, but not so many few studies have explored the limitations associated with the use of software in 546 
with regard to the sensitivity of the model to different control and input parameters, as well as and scale 547 
sensitivity analysis. 548 
In this study, we used measured vs. versus simulated error metrics to test the reliability of ENVI-met in 549 
predicting the air temperature values. The findings of this studywork were in line with those of the studies which 550 
that have found that solely reliance on the error metric alone without including the sensitivity of the model to its 551 
own input parameters would result in higher EMSE values and therefore less accuracy in the simulated outputs. 552 
[78-81].  This studywork also confirms confirmed the findings of the studies which that have found that the 553 
main ENVI-met limitation is the performance of the model in relation to the heat transfer between buildings and 554 
atmosphere,; and therefore, have called for further rigorous and comprehensive testing and verifications of this 555 
numerical modellingmodeling system are required [82, 83]. The results of this study also confirms verified the 556 
concerns voicedindicated by [84] in relation to the correct wind profile in the model configuration file in 557 
avoiding to prevent the model from crashing caused by turbulence due to the vertical motion at the beginning of 558 
running the model. Therefore, this study also highlights This study highlighted the necessity to work on the 559 
wind profiles in ENVI-met which that cancould represent the fluctuations and variations in the prevailing wind 560 
pattern, which are common in urban areas. These limitations arewere also identified by [85], and must be re-561 
reacknowledged as the potential improvement to ENVI-met as a sophisticated urban climate modellingmodeling 562 
system.  563 
 564 
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Given the increasing concern of the international scientific community towards global climate change, 568 
microclimate, outdoor thermal comfort, and public health this paper This study aims to provide a holistic 569 
overview of various modellingmodeling systems given the increasing concern of the international scientific 570 
community toward global climate change, microclimate, outdoor thermal comfort, and public health. ItThe 571 
study also focuses on the software ENVI-met, and its reliability as one of the holistic three-dimensional3D non-572 
nonhydrostatic models for the simulation of simulating surface-–plant-–air interactions. which This model is 573 
often used to evaluate urban environments and assess the microclimate deriving derived from different urban 574 
development scenarios. 575 
 576 
In this study a great Considerable attention was  paid to the evaluation of the model input parameters and control 577 
parameters of the model in this study while describing the procedure performed for the simulations. Therefore, 578 
Despite despite the capabilities of ENVI-met 3.1, improvements are found  necessary to ensure highly accurate 579 
results. Some of the Several of the limitations of ENVI-met caused by the discrepancy between the recorded and 580 
simulated values are presented in the followingas follows. 581 
In ENVI-met, the input data arewere kept constant at the model boundary, and a logarithmic law was applied to 582 
calculate the wind profile based on the wind speed at 10 m above ground level and roughness length of the site. 583 
All calculations in the model were conducted based on the basis of the fixed initial transferred inputs during the 584 
simulation. Therefore, having the exact same output with the hourly recorded values from the actual site iswas 585 
unlikely. The difference between the recorded and measured values can could be reduced if the meteorological 586 
parameters at the boundary conditions could be adjusted. The capability of forcing climatic data should be one 587 
of the objectives in future versions of ENVI-met. The other limitation of ENVI-met was in calculating the heat 588 
storage in buildings. The heat transferred through walls can could be calculated by considering the conduction 589 
using wall U values.  590 
The other drawbacks of the ENVI-met model as a microclimate analytical tool are as follows. First, the 591 
buildings in the model are not parameterisedparameterized because thermal mass and heat storage are not 592 
calculated. Moreover, the albedo and thermal transmittance cannot be separately assigned to individual building 593 
elements. Thus, theThe model is thus applicable only to daytime situations and is unsuitable for nocturnal 594 
cooling and UHI analysis. 595 
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This study conducted various runs of ENVI-met with different configuration files (one variable in each run was 596 
changed, and the other variables were kept constant). The results showed that adjusting the shortwave solar 597 
radiation calculated by ENVI-met based on the study site would result in a low level of difference between the 598 
simulated and measured values.  599 
Despite the aforementioned limitations of ENVI-met, microclimate and comfort modifications can could be 600 
predicted, and the effect of ‘“what-if’” scenarios can could be evaluated. One of the major challenges in 601 
modellingA major challenge in modeling in the study area using ENVI-met was the computation time. 602 
Sensitivity analysis was conducted using different numbers of grids:, that is, 1-250X250X30, 2-245X245X30, 603 
3-240X240X30, 4-235X235X30, and 5-230X230X30. An error in running the simulations with grid numbers 1 604 
to –4 was observed due to insufficient space dedicated to nesting grids. These grids arewere essential in 605 
reducing the errors caused by boundary effects and ensuring that the simulation processes are not were 606 
unaffected by the model borders. Thus, 230X230X30 was selected as the most appropriate number for the grids 607 
because it represented the minimum number of the grids covering the entire study area with high resolution 608 
(size/resolution) and did not cause issues in running the simulation.  609 
Seven models for validation and adjustments on configuration files and five models for testing the sensitivity of 610 
the outputs to the type and density of the vegetation were applied to check the reliability of ENVI-met and 611 
calibrate this method against the field measurement. Each simulation was completed within approximately one 1 612 
month. Some of the Several simulations were conducted simultaneously to accelerate the process,; but however, 613 
the overall duration for running all of the simulations would take approximately eight 8 months. This time-614 
consuming process, particularly to examine the design scenarios at the neighbourhoodneighborhood scale, is the 615 
major limitation of ENVI-met in urban planning studies.  616 
 617 
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The importance of climatic modeling as a powerful planning tool has been regularly highlighted in the literature 3 
over the last few decades because of rapid urbanization rate, global climate change, and increased heat wave rate 4 
[1]. As a result, climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems have been increasingly used to achieve the 5 
objectives of climate-sensitive urban planning.  6 
The popularity of numerical modeling for on-site field measurements has led to increased research interest in 7 
modeling approaches [2]. This popularity is justified by the high capacity of climatic modeling to handle the 8 
complexities and nonlinearity of urban climate systems. Climatic modeling systems also enable researchers to 9 
have greater control over modeling compared with nonlinear on-site field measurements. Most importantly, 10 
these modeling systems are economically viable and efficient in saving time and resources [3-5]. Modeling 11 
approaches can forecast and predict the climatic effects of diverse “what-if” scenarios, which leads to an 12 
environmentally friendly planning scheme and an improved outdoor thermal environment for citizens [6]. 13 
On-site field measurement is a time-consuming approach that can only cover a limited number of parameters at 14 
a time. The complex interactions of 3D urban spaces and the spatial distribution of climatic parameters cannot 15 
be included simultaneously by conducting field measurements [7, 8]. However, on-site measurements are an 16 
integral part of any modeling approach due to the importance of model validation.  17 
Nowadays, Climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems are increasingly being used to highlight the benefits of 18 
heat mitigation strategies in urban areas (e.g., use of green infrastructure, alterations on urban form and street 19 
geometry, and application of high-albedo materials). However, testing the reliability of the computational 20 
models are necessary before evaluating the effectiveness of heat mitigation scenarios. Although several previous 21 
studies have conducted limited assessment of a range of climatic and bioclimatic modeling systems for different 22 
contexts with diverse geographical and climatic backgrounds, systematic evaluation of the models and their 23 
sensitivity to inputs and control parameters remains lacking. Whether the previous studies on model validation 24 
in one part of the world provide any assurance that the model can accurately simulate the effects of heat 25 
mitigation scenarios in the other parts of the world remains unclear. 26 
Therefore, this study aims to provide an overview of different types of climatic and bioclimatic modeling 27 
systems and briefly present their main benefits and shortcomings in calculations initially. In the second part of 28 
this study, one of the most comprehensive and widely used modeling systems, namely, ENVI-met, was selected, 29 
and its reliability in different contexts was investigated by reviewing past researches. A sensitivity analysis on 30 
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inputs and control parameters was then conducted, in line with field measurements in selected areas, to test the 31 
applicability of ENVI-met in accurately simulating the influence of future urban growth on one of the fastest 32 
growing suburbs in, Melbourne.  33 
 34 
Literature review  35 
Climatic modeling systems 36 
 37 
Urban climate models are defined on the basis of their scales, which range from a few centimeters to hundreds 38 
of kilometers. The five groups of climatic models based on scale are human-, room-, building-, city block-, and 39 
urban-scale models [9]. The scale of a model defines the resolution of each classification, and the resolution of 40 
each classification is highly dependent on the model scale.  41 
Urban scale models often have the largest space resolution [10]. Therefore, planners are highly encouraged to 42 
integrate climatic modeling systems with a scale of 1:5,000 m. Only a few climatic modeling systems can 43 
consider comprehensive sets of processes (e.g., hydrological, thermal, and energy) due to the long span of time 44 
that should be spent on computation and simulation.  45 
To address this limitation, scholars have developed models with parameterizations and simplifications, such as 46 
simple turbulence calculation [11, 12]. Some of these models target the hydrological, thermal, and energy 47 
processes at the building scale. These models are established at three levels, namely, 1D, 2D, and 3D levels, and 48 
are designed for specific circumstances [13]. Oke introduced 1D urban canyon models and suggested that they 49 
are primary numerical models that work on the basis of the energy balance of buildings [14]. Furthermore, 1D 50 
models are widely used to assess the microclimate of certain points at urban canyon at the street level. However, 51 
spatial differences cannot be detected in calculations because only surface physical properties, such as albedo, 52 
moisture level, thermal features, and roughness length, are evaluated. These models underestimate the important 53 
role of urban geometry and street orientations [15]. The predefined assumptions in 1D models include 54 
horizontally homogeneous flows and temperature fields. However, the main drawback of 1D models is that they 55 
simplify the turbulence calculation. The spatial differences within a canyon and the role of canyon geometry are 56 
also excluded in the calculation of energy exchange and in predefined assumptions. 57 
Meanwhile, 2D models adopt certain assumptions in their calculations. Several assumptions considered in the 58 
calculations include predefined city forms and street geometries, rectangular building shapes/heights, dry urban 59 
surfaces, zero vegetation coverage, absence of latent heat, and zero heat storage in building materials [16-18].  60 
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In the last two decades, 3D models combined with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been identified as 61 
the strongest tools in climatic modeling systems [9]. CFD is based on equations of fluid dynamics and 62 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy [19-21]. Climatic models are associated with CFD and include all 63 
radiation, conduction, and physical properties of a complex urban environment during calculation, which results 64 
in accurate calculation [3, 22].  65 
In addition to urban canyon models, mathematical equations derived from field measurements are used to 66 
develop context-dependent climatic models [23]. An example of these models is the cluster thermal time 67 
constant (CTTC) [24]. Several climatic models are developed on the basis of AutoCAD for designers and used 68 
to create an accurate 3D urban environment that best represents a study area [25, 26]. These models have 69 
predefined assumptions and values for climatic parameters, such as temperature, mean radiant temperature 70 
(Tmrt), and wind speed.  71 
 72 
Bioclimatic modeling systems 73 
 74 
A recently proposed concept in numerical modeling systems is the integration of urban climatic knowledge into 75 
planning practices [25, 26]. The main task of bioclimatic modeling systems is to predict the outdoor thermal 76 
comfort of humans, which is a highly challenging task because of the complexities in calculating radiation 77 
fluxes received by a human body from surrounding areas in an urban setting. 78 
RayMan [27] and SOLWEIG [28] are bioclimatic modeling systems used by scholars to quantify thermal 79 
indices, such as predicted mean vote (PMV) and physiological equivalent temperature (PET). The use of these 80 
models allows planners to assess climatic and bioclimatic parameters in urban environments and report accurate 81 
values for the outdoor thermal comfort of humans in complicated outdoor environments. Required output is one 82 
of the critical factors in selecting bioclimatic models. For instance, PMV and PET are the required outputs of 83 
SOLWEIG and RayMan, which leads to the limited use of other thermal indices, such as  84 
standard effective temperature (SET), OUT-SET, and universal thermal climate index. Goteborg University [28] 85 
established SOLWEIG, which is a radiation model that accurately measures Tmrt and PET through calculations 86 
of radiative fluxes received from all directions. However, this model presents limitations, such as the use of a 87 
simplified vegetation scheme [29]. A main limitation of SLOWEIG is that the software uses limited thermal 88 
indices in assessing thermal comfort, simplifies the vegetation scheme, calculates radiative fluxes from all 89 
directions, and neglects several climatic parameters that affect comfort. 90 
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Fluent is another bioclimatic modeling system that incorporates CFD to calculate wind speed and turbulence by 91 
considering radiation, heat balance, and evaporation modules [30]. This tool is mainly used to test aerodynamics 92 
in vehicles or indoor spaces. However, this modeling system involves long computation time.  93 
RayMan can calculate radiation in complex urban environments [31]. This model does not require long 94 
computation time and can calculate Tmrt; however, the calculation does not include multiple reflections among 95 
buildings. RayMan can also produce a diverse range of heat indices, such as PET and PMV [32]. The main 96 
meteorological inputs for RayMan include air temperature, humidity, and wind velocity; building and vegetation 97 
information is needed to begin modeling computation. RayMan has been validated in previous studies [32]. In 98 
[32], the difference between the modeled and measured mean radiation temperatures in a semiopen area was 99 
found to be negligible (R
2
 = 0.95). Several studies have reported that RayMan underestimates the value of Tmrt, 100 
especially under low solar angles, because it neglects the reflection from surrounding buildings [33]. The main 101 
limitation of this stationary model is that it cannot predict the nonstationary characteristics of a human body that 102 
moves from points A to B (sunny point to shaded point). In sum, RayMan has the disadvantages of limited 103 
thermal indices in assessing thermal comfort, failure in predicting the nonstationary thermal characteristics of a 104 
moving person, and underestimation of Tmrt at low solar angles 105 
As another bioclimatic modeling system, TownScope is used for geometrical analysis of a 3D urban 106 
environment. The bases of calculations in this model include mean daily average air temperature, wind speed, 107 
humidity, and surface temperature [25]. However, researchers using this model cannot alter the meteorological 108 
and weather files in the calculation. The vegetation package of the system is also extremely sophisticated. The 109 
main limitations of TownScope are that it keeps the meteorological parameters constant during simulation and 110 
simplifies the vegetation scheme. 111 
ENVI-met, a complete bioclimatic tool 112 
This study selects ENVI-met (3.1 beta 5) [3], which is a 3D microclimatic modeling system, to achieve the 113 
research objectives. ENVI-met is one of the most sophisticated models among all urban microclimate models 114 
and it includes all energy and radiative processes in urban environments [34]. ENVI-met is used to simulate the 115 
interaction among surfaces, plants, and air in an urban environment and uses a typical resolution of 0.5 m to 10 116 
m in space and 10 s in time. Simulations are generally performed for at least 24 h; however, the accuracy of 117 
results can be improved by running the simulations for 48 h [35]. 118 
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In this study, ENVI-met is used for modeling because it can simultaneously calculate meteorological 119 
parameters, surface energy fluxes, and soil and vegetative processes within a complex urban environment by 120 
using a diverse range of urban configurations [7, 36].  121 
In predicting outdoor thermal comfort level, ENVI-met uses Tmrt, air temperature, relative humidity, and wind 122 
velocity as inputs. This tool provides the most accurate value in predicting thermal indices. 123 
ENVI-met is preferred for calculating outdoor thermal comfort because this bioclimatic modeling system can 124 
simulate microclimate dynamics on a daily basis. The model also predicts all radiation exchange processes, such 125 
as wind flow, turbulence, radiation flux, temperature, and humidity. ENVI-met possesses a comprehensive set of 126 
vegetation schemes and can model an urban setting in diverse contexts. This model does not consider vegetation 127 
a porous obstacle to wind and solar irradiance and includes the physiological processes of evapotranspiration 128 
and photosynthesis in calculations.  129 
In ENVI-met, soil consists of different layers. Using high spatial (up to 0.5 m horizontally) and temporal (up to 130 
10 s) resolutions provides a detailed illustration of microclimatic changes, especially alterations in parameters 131 
that affect comfort and urban geometry. Initiating the model with numerous outputs requires few inputs. 132 
Moreover, ENVI-met can calculate Tmrt, which is the most important parameter in determining thermal 133 
comfort.  134 
ENVI-met has been widely applied to several studies worldwide to investigate the influences of greening [7, 37-135 
46] and design-related parameters on microclimate [7, 42, 47, 48]. However, this tool may not provide accurate 136 
values for the required outputs. All modeling systems must be validated against field measurements to 137 
determine their capability to produce accurate outputs within an urban environment. This step is usually ignored 138 
by planning professionals because of complexities and difficulties in measuring individual variables in urban 139 
areas [49]. Several studies have established few helpful tools for comparing different scenarios [50]. Scholars 140 
have performed minor or major modifications on the input or boundary area setting to reduce the discrepancy 141 
between the simulated and measured outputs.  142 
The following section provides a thorough review of previous validation studies. Field measurements are 143 
conducted to examine the reliability of ENVI-met in answering research questions. Table 1 presents a 144 
comparison of various modeling systems according to the required criteria in addressing the research questions. 145 





CTTC RayMan SOLWEIG Fluent TownScope ENVI-
met 3.1 
Computation time      × 
 
× 






   × × × × × 
Including 
vegetation scheme 
   
× × 




× × × 
 
× × × × 
Limited thermal 
indices 
    ×   × 
Spatial resolution 
× × × × × 
 
×  








× × ×   
   
 147 
Accuracy of ENVI-met (Review of previous studies) 148 
Validation with field measurement is an integral part of simulation-based studies. This section provides a 149 
comprehensive review of previous studies that have used ENVI-met as the main tool to demonstrate its 150 
accuracy. The methods and validation conducted in each study are also discussed.  151 
A study conducted in Glasgow, UK used ENVI-met to evaluate the efficiency of various green infrastructures in 152 
addressing the overheating problem in cold-climate urban agglomeration. This validation study revealed that air 153 
temperature is overestimated during nighttime and underestimated during daytime [51]. A similar study 154 
conducted in Beijing, China evaluated the influence of landscape on microclimate variation and achieved a 155 
reasonable agreement between measured and simulated outputs (coefficient factor of 0.8087) [52]. However, a 156 
similar study conducted in Manchester, UK obtained a low coefficient factor (R
2
 = 0.56) and attributed the 157 
difference between field data and simulated outputs to the elimination of various building envelopes, U values, 158 
and internal air temperature for each building [53]. Air temperature, relative humidity, wind velocity, and solar 159 
irradiance were validated at 12 points in Japan to examine the effect of greening on reducing the ambient air 160 
temperature at the pedestrian level. A cloudless sky was selected as the weather condition for a simulation day, 161 
and the spatial and temporal variabilities in the sky condition in the field measurement were ignored, thereby 162 
resulting in overestimation of solar irradiance [54]. A similar result was obtained in a study conducted in 163 
Damascus, Syria under a different climatic condition. ENVI-met slightly overestimated the solar radiation for 164 
the study areas (solar radiation was reduced to 85%). Some deviations were also observed between simulated 165 
and field data results. Therefore, input values, including initial atmospheric temperature, soil, wind speed 10 m 166 
above ground, and specific and relative humidity, were adjusted [55]. In a study in Hong Kong, ENVI-met 167 
showed a reasonable agreement between measured and simulated data for air temperature (R
2 
= 0.745) and Tmrt 168 
(R
2 
= 0.615) [56]. However, a similar study conducted in Manchester, UK observed a large temperature 169 
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difference between measured and simulated temperatures in several receptors. The authors concluded that at 170 
least three nesting grids and five empty grids were required for a large modeling domain. Soil humidity and 171 
upper and middle temperatures were changed on the basis of a previous study conducted in this area. The model 172 
version used in this study was limited to starting temperature and wind condition as factors; therefore, the values 173 
could not be forced during the simulation [53]. 174 
Several studies validated the use of ENVI-met to determine the effect of urban shading on microclimate and 175 
outdoor thermal comfort. For instance, a study in Malaysia used ENVI-met to examine the thermal performance 176 
of an unshaded courtyard and reported agreement between modeled and real data of meteorological parameters 177 
[57]. ENVI-met was also used to evaluate the influence of adding shading trees to a street canyon on the 178 
subtropical climate of São Paulo, Brazil; in this work, the tool overestimated solar radiation decreased to 90%. 179 
The application of the same material for all buildings and the absence of heat storage in the building properties 180 
could cause a discrepancy between measured and simulated values. The coefficient factor between the measured 181 
and simulated values (based on 79 values) increased to 0.7487 after minor modifications [58]. 182 
ENVI-met was also validated in studies that assessed the effects of urban design strategies, built form, street 183 
structure, and urban form on meteorological parameters. ENVI-met was used to assess thermal comfort in 184 
different urban tissues in São Paulo, Brazil. The model underestimated the values for air temperature because 185 
the regional climatic condition was eliminated [59]. A similar study examined the effects of urban design 186 
strategies on pedestrian thermal comfort. The simulated outputs of the model did not perfectly match field data. 187 
Therefore, the model was identified as a suitable tool for comparison-based studies only. The discrepancy 188 
between measured and simulated values could be attributed to the  nonnested model boundary, constant values 189 
of potential temperature and humidity at 2,500 m height during simulation without external forcing for 190 
meteorological data, and the lack of thermal mass in building properties [60].  191 
In the Netherlands, measured and simulated air temperatures presented similar patterns on the first day of 192 
measurement. On the second day, the number and time of the hottest hours showed inconsistencies. The study 193 
conducted necessary adjustments in the model and reported that the final correlation coefficient between the two 194 
sets of data increased to 0.80 [61]. Wang and Akbari found that ENVI-met underestimated the air temperature 195 
and overestimated the relative humidity in Montreal, Canada during daytime and nighttime. The difference 196 
between measured and simulated outputs could be due to the following: (1) unified and assumed numerical 197 
values of material properties for simulation, (2) disregarding actual cloud coverage in the model and the 198 
influence of horizontal long-wave fluxes, and (3) large time intervals (10 min) for updating the sun position and 199 
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the radiative fluxes from the sky [62]. Scholars in Malaysia assessed the effects of trees and ground material 200 
modification on reaching the maximum cooling effect and mitigating the heat island effect. ENVI-met 201 
underestimated the average values of air and surface temperatures. The initial temperature was increased by 2 202 
°C to improve the correlation between measured and simulated values. The average wind speed was altered 203 
from 2.1 m/s to 1.1 m/s because of strong variation in the measured wind speed in terms of direction and speed 204 
during daytime [63]. Hamza and Dudek conducted a validation study on climatic conditions in Cairo, Egypt and 205 
found that the model underestimated the Tmrt values after sunset; the results could be due to the reduced short-206 
wave radiation after sunset. The lack of heat storage in building properties resulted in daytime overestimation 207 
and nighttime underestimation of long-wave radiation emitted by walls. After several modifications, the 208 
coefficient values for air temperature and Tmrt increased to 0.942 and 0.916, respectively [64]. 209 
Few studies validated wind behavior by using ENVI-met. Krugler conducted a validation study on ENVI-met in 210 
Curitiba, Brazil and reported that the measured and simulated values for wind speed below 2 m/s were 211 
consistent (R
2 
= 0.80). However, ENVI-met often overestimated the wind speed within a canyon for input wind 212 
speeds over 2 m/s (R
2 
= 0.70) [65]. 213 
The discrepancy between measured and simulated values is not always due to the modeling incapability of 214 
ENVI-met. Different methodological approaches may also result in differences in numerical values. For 215 
instance, ENVI-met that uses reference data from weather stations is an inappropriate representative of a study 216 
site.  217 
ENVI-met version 4.0 was used to investigate the effects of different orientations and canyon aspect ratios on 218 
street-level microclimate in Rajarhat Newtown, India. ENVI-met presented certain limitations in modeling 219 
microclimate in terms of limited domain size (100 m × 100 m grid), exclusion of single walls as a design 220 
element, and exclusion of the effect of sea breeze on wind speed [66]. 221 
A study used ENVI-met 3.1 to quantify the optimum cooling effect of trees with modified ground materials in 222 
the tropical climate of Putrajaya. A strong correlation was found between measured and modeled values and 223 
confirmed the reliability of ENVI-met in predicting existing air and ground surface temperatures [63]. 224 
A similar study assessed the capability of unshaded courtyards in cooling outdoor spaces by using different 225 
design configurations and scenarios (e.g., orientation, height and albedo of wall enclosure, and vegetation). The 226 
predicted values and real data of meteorological stations showed acceptable agreement after minor adjustments 227 
were implemented [57]. Scholars developed a recent version of ENVI-met, namely, ENVI-met V4 Beta 228 





of 0.69 < 1, which indicated a statistically significant correlation. Moreover, the model had a Nash–Sutcliffe 230 
coefficient of efficiency (E) of 0.91 and index of agreement (d) of 0.91, which were close to 1, which indicated 231 
perfect performance [67]. Yang [68] reviewed studies that assessed ENVI-met and observed the improved 232 
performance of the new version of ENVI-met V4 in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) values and index 233 
of agreement (d) compared with the previous version (V 3.1) for air temperature evaluation. Table 2 presents the 234 
objective of validation studies that used ENVI-met as primary software, the limitations of the model, and the 235 
validation outcomes.  236 
 237 
Table 2 Results of previous validation studies that used ENVI-met. 238 



























To assess the efficiency of green 
infrastructure in addressing the 
potential overheating problem in cold-
climate urban agglomerations 
 
ENVI-met overestimated and underestimated the air 































To investigate the thermal 
performance characteristics of 
unshaded courtyards in hot and humid 
climates 
ENVI-met exhibited a high level of agreement 





























To assess thermal comfort in different 
urban tissues 
ENVI-met underestimated the values of air 




































To measure the effect of landscape on 
microclimate variation 
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 
the simulated and field data on air temperature with a 


















To assess the cooling effects of trees 
and cool roofs on a residential 
neighborhood 
ENVI-met showed RMSEs of 1.41 °C (mesic), 1.81 
°C (oasis), and 2.00 °C (xeric) for air temperature at 2 

















To assess the effects of various 
building geometries in four typical 
urban districts on outdoor temperature 
and comfort 
ENVI-met underestimated the air temperature and 
overestimated the relative humidity for daytime and 
nighttime. The numerical values of the material 
properties for the simulation were unified and 
assumed. The actual cloud coverage was ignored in 
the model, the effect of horizontal long-wave fluxes 
was ignored, and large time steps (10 min) were used 
to update the sun position and radiative fluxes from 
the sky. After adjustments, the coefficient values for 
air temperature and relative humidity reached 0.78 


































To investigate the effect of adding 
shading trees on a street canyon 
ENVI-met overestimated the solar radiation for the 
São Paulo condition. Therefore, solar radiation was 
reduced to 90%. This discrepancy was attributed to 
the application of the same material for all buildings 
and the absence of heat storage in building properties. 
After minor modifications, the coefficient factor 
between measured and simulated values (based on 79 
































To evaluate the effects of trees and 
ground material modification on 
maximizing the cooling effect and 
mitigating the heat island effect 
 
ENVI-met underestimated the average values of air 
and surface temperatures. Therefore, the initial 
temperature was increased by 2 °C to achieve 
improved correlation between measured and 
simulated values. The average wind speed changed 
from 2.1 m/s to 1.1 m/s because the measured wind 



























To simulate outdoor air temperature, 
Tmrt, wind speed, and relative 
humidity 
The variations in measured and modeled air 
temperatures were similar, and their final correlation 

































To evaluate the microclimate of an 
outdoor urban form 
ENVI-met underestimated Tmrt after sunset hours 
because of the reduced short-wave radiation after 
sunset. The lack of heat storage in building properties 
in ENVI-met led to daytime overestimation and 
nighttime underestimation of long-wave radiation 
emitted by walls. After the modifications, the 
coefficient values for air temperature and Tmrt 































To evaluate the effects of various 
greening scenarios on microclimate 
on the block and neighborhood scales 
The regression analysis between measured and 
simulated air temperatures did not show a reasonable 
agreement (R2 = 0.56). The model did not allow for 
variations in building envelope, U values, or internal 
temperatures for individual buildings. The model also 
did not allow forcing of weather variables. The model 
































To assess the effect of greening on 
lowering the ambient air temperature 
at the pedestrian level 
 
Air temperature, relative humidity, wind velocity, and 
solar irradiance were validated at 12 points by using 
on-site measurements. ENVI-met overestimated solar 
irradiance. Spatial and temporal differences were not 
recorded during the field measurement. Therefore, a 
cloudless sky was selected as the weather condition 
for a simulation day, which led to the deviation 


























To evaluate the effects of landscape 




ENVI-met tended to slightly overestimate the solar 
radiation in the study area, which reduced the solar 
radiation to 85%. Some deviations were also recorded 
between simulated and field data. Therefore, input 
values, including initial atmospheric temperature, 
soil, wind speed at 10 m above ground level, and 
































To simulate near-ground air 
temperature in a typical residential 
neighborhood 
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 

















To evaluate the effect of downtown 
greening on microclimatic data 
  
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 
the measured and simulated data for air temperature 

















To investigate the effects of urban 
design strategies on pedestrian 
thermal comfort  
The discrepancy between measured and simulated 
values could be attributed to the nonnested model 
boundary, the constant values of the potential 
temperature and humidity at 2,500 m above ground 
during the simulation without external forcing for the 
meteorological data, and the lack of thermal mass in 




































To assess the effect of vegetation on 
temperature reduction during extreme 
heat events 
The simulation depended on validating air 
temperature by collecting data from Phoenix, US, 
with vegetation and microclimatic conditions similar 

















To evaluate the effects of seven 
greenspace scenarios on microclimate  
A large temperature difference was observed between 
the measured and simulated temperatures in several 
receptors. The ENVI-met documentation indicated 
that at least three nesting grids and five empty grids 
were required for a large modeling domain. Soil 
humidity and upper and middle temperatures were 
changed according to a previous study [62]. The 
values could not be forced during the simulation, 
given that the model version used in this study was 































To assess the effect of street 
orientation on prevailing winds and its 
consequences on ventilation and wind 
speed at the pedestrian level 
The measured and simulated values were consistent 
(R2 = 0.80) for wind speeds below 2 m/s. However, 
ENVI-met overestimated the wind speed within a 

































To explore the effect of architectural 
design on thermal performance in 
outdoor environments 
An insignificant difference was observed between air 
temperature and wind speed across canyons because 






























In this section, one of the fastest growing suburbs in Melbourne that will be the subject of rapid urban 241 
development in the future is studied. One of the visions of Melbourne City Council for future urban 242 
developments is to quantify the thermal and climatic consequences of implementing the proposed urban growth 243 
scenarios. Therefore, this section explains the validation process for the model that will be used as the base for 244 
future urban growth scenarios and assess the reliability of ENVI-met in accurately modeling simulated outputs. 245 
The methodology section is divided into two parts. In the first section, description of the study area, selection of 246 
measurement points and their physical characteristics, process of field measurements, equipment used to 247 
conduct field measurements, and monitored values are explained. The second part discusses the simulation 248 
approach, the establishment of the model with accurate inputs and configuration parameters, and the comparison 249 
of the results of the simulated and measured values through RMSE calculation. Finally, the validation process of 250 
the model and the adjustments needed for the control parameters are described. 251 
Study area and field measurements  252 
 253 
City North (Carlton), Melbourne, which is subject to future urban renewal and development, was selected as the 254 
study area. Seven points with diverse design features were selected to begin the field measurements. The 255 
selected points included two sites with varying street widths and a similar orientation, two urban sites with 256 
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different street orientations and a similar H/W ratio, two urban canyons under a tree canopy (one was located in 257 
an urban park and the other under a tree canopy on a street), and a reference control site in an open space area. 258 
Each site was positioned in predominantly mixed-use (residential–commercial) areas that are subject to future 259 
urban development. Figure 1 shows the location and position of each measurement point in the site. Climatic 260 
parameters were measured in the middle part of each canyon. For certain points, the installation of HOBO data 261 
loggers was infeasible due to safety and security reasons. However, none of the HOBO data loggers were 262 




Figure 1. Location of selected points for on-site measurement (Source: [69]). 267 
 268 
Measurement was conducted for peak warm weather in Melbourne. Field measurements were performed in 269 
January because this month has the hottest days throughout the year and the air temperature can reach 38.8 °C. 270 
Although the climate data from the Melbourne Olympic Park in January 2015 identified January 2 and 3 as two 271 
of the hottest days of the month, field measurement was conducted on these days due to the lower wind speeds 272 
in January 5 and 6. The purpose was to conduct modeling and simulation when warmer urban temperatures are 273 
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more likely to induce human thermal stress, and climate is associated with high air temperature and low wind 274 
speed. Figure 2 illustrates the air temperature variation recorded at the Melbourne Olympic Park weather station 275 
in January 2015. 276 
 277 
 278 
Figure 2. Maximum recorded air temperatures at Melbourne Olympic Park (Station number: 086338) in January 279 
2015 (Source: [70]). 280 
 281 
From January 5, 2015 at 7:00 to January 6, 2015 at 19:00, on-site field measurements were conducted under 282 
sunny and clear skies. A portable weather station was installed 3 m above the ground. Four HOBO onset data 283 
loggers (2 m above the ground) and two comfort carts were installed at selected points in the study area to 284 
record air temperature. A Nikon Coolpix 5400 camera with a fisheye converter and a 180° angle of view was 285 
used to capture sky-view factor images at the measurement points. Measurements were collected from a weather 286 
station, comfort carts, and HOBO onset data loggers at 1 h, 15 min, and 5 min intervals, respectively. The 287 
simulated hourly outputs were validated by converting all the recorded climatic variables into hourly data.  288 
Point 1 was an open area with asphalt pavement and had almost no obstruction to the sky. This point was 289 
operated as a regional weather station for the field measurement. Point 2 was located under a dense tree canopy 290 
with 20 m height and a distinct crown layer at the University Square Park. This point was covered with a grass 291 
surface and had minimal exposure to the sky because of the shading by the surrounding trees. Point 3 was 292 
located in the middle of an east–west-oriented canyon with asphalt pavement. This site was surrounded by 293 
medium-height (two to three stories) residential units and a few recently built high-rise buildings. Point 4 was 294 
located in the middle of the NW–SE-oriented boulevard with vegetated areas in the middle of the canyon. The 295 
data logger at this point was installed on a pole in the middle of the boulevard on top of the planted area. This 296 
point was not shaded by any tree. The surface was covered by grass, and the canyon was wider than that in all 297 
other sites. This site comprised buildings with varying heights of 2 to 12 stories. Point 5 was located in an 298 
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asphalt-paved urban canyon with an orientation similar to that of Point 4. However, the street canyon at Point 5 299 
was narrower than that at Point 4. Similar to Point 4, at Point 5, building heights ranged from 2 to 12 stories. As 300 
a result, Point 5 had a higher H/W ratio than Point 4. Point 6 was located in an asphalt-paved canyon 301 
perpendicular to the canyon at Point 3. The width of streets at Points 3 and 6 was almost equal; however, the 302 
taller buildings at Point 6 resulted in a higher H/W ratio at this point. A construction site and an urban park were 303 
located on both sides of the street at Point 6. Point 7 was located under a 20 m-high average dense tree canopy 304 
on Victoria Street. The surface was covered with grass, and the building height varied from 2 to 24 stories.  305 
These points were selected to cover various urban canyons with different features, such as H/W ratio, surface 306 
material, proximity to vegetated areas, and SVF. For instance, Points 4 and 5 were situated in urban canyons 307 
with the same orientation (NW–SE) but had different street widths and H/W ratios. Points 3 and 6 were located 308 
in street canyons with almost equal H/W ratio but different orientations (perpendicular to each other). Points 1 309 
and 7 were located below the canopy of dense trees, with the former located in an urban park and the latter 310 
located on Victoria Street. Table 3 shows the detailed characteristics of the selected measurement points. Table 311 
4 presents the images of the selected canyons and corresponding SVF images. 312 
 313 
Table 3. Characteristics of selected points for on-site measurement [71]. 314 
























































































































Table 4. Selected canyons and SVF images of measurement points. 315 
 316 







































































Equipment used for on-site measurement  318 
 319 
Comfort carts, HOBO data loggers, a portable weather station, and a fisheye camera were used to capture SVF 320 
images. The comfort study recommended the measurements to be taken at 1.1 m. However, the HOBO data 321 
loggers and weather station were installed at 2 m and 3 m above the ground level, respectively, to avoid sensor 322 
damage in the study area. According to a study conducted by Oke, the measurement equipment should be 323 
installed at the standard observational height, which could vary from 1.25 m to 2 m. Oke also observed minimal 324 
gradients for air temperature measured throughout the urban canopy layer [72]. 325 
The accuracy ranges of the used equipment complied with ISO 7726 recommendations. HOBO data loggers 326 
were used at Points 3–6, and a fixed meteorological monitoring station was installed at Point 1 as reference. 327 
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Various climatic parameters were recorded using different sensors in the station. Wind monitors, temperature 328 
and humidity sensors, and global illuminance and solar radiation sensors were installed in the weather station. 329 
Simulation was initialized using the recorded air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction 330 
at Point 1 as the initial climatic variables.  331 
A comfort car was used in the measurement. This tool was designed to assess thermal environments inside 332 
buildings according to procedures and protocols in the thermal comfort standard of ASHRAE [73]. The 333 
environment was measured by each cart simultaneously at four heights within the occupied zone. These heights 334 
are coded with the following colors: 335 
• [Black] HEAD (1.7 m above floor level corresponds to the head of a standing person) (a) 336 
• [Red] HI (1.1 m above floor level corresponds to the head of a seated person) (b) 337 
• [Blue] MID (0.6 m above floor level corresponds to the waist of a seated person) (c) 338 
• [Green] LO (0.1 m above floor level corresponds to the ankles of a seated person) (d) 339 
Figure 3 presents a comfort cart installed at Point 2 under the canopy of a tree in an urban park at the University 340 
Square. Figure 3 shows four different heights of measurement in the comfort cart. Figure 4 depicts the second 341 
comfort cart installed under the tree canopy on Victoria Street (Point 7).  342 
                                                343 




Figure 4. Comfort cart at Point 7 under the shade of a tree canopy on Victoria Street. 346 
 347 
Hemispherical digital images were taken with a fisheye lens camera from the center of each urban canyon, and 348 
the SVF value at each selected point in the urban canyons was calculated. Figure 5 shows that SOLWEIG 1D 349 
was used to convert the SVF images into their corresponding SVF values at each point.  350 
 351 
Figure 5. Calculating SVF value from fisheye camera images in SOLWEIG 1D. 352 
 353 
Results of on-site measurement 354 
The climatic data show fluctuations in air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed in the study area 355 
during the measurement dates. This variation is observed not only at different times of the measurement but also 356 
at different measurement points. The difference in the average recorded climatic data at different measurement 357 
points can be attributed to the accuracy of the equipment, the location of the equipment during the measurement, 358 
the proximity to construction sites, and the geometry of each canyon.  359 
The mean daytime air temperature varies from 24 °C to 29.6 °C across the seven measurement points. This 360 
fluctuation is significantly lower under the nighttime condition, during which the maximum difference in the 361 
monitored data is only 0.6 °C. Similar to daytime and nighttime air temperature patterns, the relative humidity 362 
during the day shows a higher level of fluctuation than that during the night. The mean daytime relative 363 
humidity ranges from 45% to 58%, and the nighttime relative humidity varies from 83% to 87%. Wind speed 364 
has the lowest level of variation; only a 1.7 m/s difference is observed between the highest and lowest wind 365 
speed values at different measurement points. Table 5 lists the maximum and minimum measured air 366 
temperatures, relative humidities, and wind speeds during the measurement. Figure 6 shows the variations in air 367 
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temperature at different measurement points. Figure 7 presents the variations in relative humidity at different 368 
measurement points. Figure 8 shows the variations in wind speed. 369 
 370 
Table 5. Differences in measured data at various measurement points during daytime and nighttime. 371 
Climatic parameter 
Min Max (Max–Min) 
Day Night Day Night Day Night 
Air temperature (°C) 24.5 19.8 29.6 20.5 5.1 0.7 
Relative humidity (%) 45 83.3 58 87.2 13 3.9 
Wind speed (m/s) 0.3 2 1.7 
 372 
 373 
Figure 6. Monitored air temperature at selected measurement points during daytime (9:00–17:00; left) and 374 
nighttime (22:00–5:00; right). 375 
 376 
 377 
Figure 7. Monitored relative humidity at selected measurement points during daytime (9:00–17:00; left) and 378 




Figure 8. Monitored wind speed at daytime (9:00–17:00). 381 
 382 
Simulation approach and verification against field measurements  383 
 384 
The model of the study area was constructed using the area input file (Table 6) and configuration file (Table 7). 385 
The configuration file was used as starting point to run the initial ENVI-met model as closely as possible to the 386 
observed air temperature determined at each measurement point. 387 
 388 
Table 6. Initial setup of the model domain (area input file) [71]. 389 
Input setup Value 
Orientation (degree from the north) 7 
Number of x grids 230 
Number of y grids 230 
Number of z grids 30 
Size of grid cell in m (dx) 3 
Size of grid cell in m (dy) 3 
Size of grid cell in m (dz) 2 
Name of location Melbourne, Australia 
Position on the Earth Latitude (−37.49), longitude (144.58)  
Number of nesting grids 5 
Soil profile for nesting grids Soils A and B = Loamy soil 
 390 
 391 
Table 7. Settings for the configuration file used to run the initial ENVI-met model [71]. 392 
Input for configuration file Value 
Start simulation 1:00, January 6, 2015 
Total simulation time in hours 48 h 
Save model state (each min) 60  
Wind speed at 10 m above ground (m/s) 1.7 
Wind direction 171 
Roughness length 0.1 
Initial temperature atmosphere 297 K 
Specific humidity at 2,500 m above ground level 9.5 
Relative humidity at 2 m% 




Initial temperature, upper layer (0–20 cm; K) 293 
Initial temperature, middle layer (20–50 cm; K) 293 
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Initial temperature, deep layer (>50 cm; K) 293 
Relative humidity, upper layer 30 
Relative humidity, middle layer 60 
Relative humidity, deep layer 60 
Receptor data 
Save receptor (each min) 60 min 
Building data 
Inside temperature 19.85 °C 
Heat transmission of walls 1.94 
Heat transmission of roofs 6 
Albedo walls 0.2 
Albedo roofs 0.3 
 393 
Vegetation in the model domain was selected from the plant database of ENVI-met. Each plant in the study area 394 
was linked to the closest default plant provided by ENVI-met. The plant database in ENVI-met is broad and 395 
generalized and does not belong to any specific species. The height of the plant database was modified 396 
according to the vegetation height in the study area. LAD, RAD, and total depth of the root zone were not 397 
measured for each plant in the study area. However, the sensitivity analysis showed that changing these values 398 
(i.e., LAD, RAD, and total depth of the root zone) exerted a negligible effect on the simulated outputs. Wind 399 
speed and direction, initial air temperature, and humidity were obtained from the portable weather station 400 
installed in an open space in the study area. The roughness length and short-wave adjustment were kept at 401 
default because they represented a compact urban environment. The relative humidity on the upper layer of the 402 
soil was changed from its default value (60) to 30 to represent an accurate sample of the study area. A receptor 403 
was placed at the equipment location in each of the seven points to compare the measured and modeled 404 
microclimatic variables.  405 
The model had numerous output parameters, including wind speed, relative humidity, surface temperature, and 406 
Tmrt; however, air temperature was selected as the validation criterion because it is one of the most important 407 
climatic parameters that define thermal environments. Several studies have adopted a similar approach in 408 
selecting air temperature as the most important parameter in validation [53, 74].  409 
RMSE was quantified at the selected measurement points to measure the discrepancy between the modeled and 410 
measured data. RMSE is one of the most reliable methods for error calculation and has been widely used in 411 
previous studies [75, 76]. When the RMSE approached zero, the model exhibited optimum performance. Low 412 
RMSE values were captured when most variations were within the observed value. Table 8 shows the calculated 413 
RMSE between the simulated and measured air temperatures.  414 
Table 8. RMSE values between initial ENVI-met model and measured air temperature at different measurement 415 
points. 416 
Simulations RMSE at selected points 
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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RMSE (measured/initial ENVI-met model) 1.42 1.26 3.14 3.55 5.25 4.62 2.40 
 417 
Table 8 shows that the highest error values occurred at Points 5 and 6, with RMSEs as high as 5.25 °C and 4.62 418 
°C, respectively. The positioning of the data loggers in urban canyons possibly led to the high value of error at 419 
these points.  420 
The model exhibited optimum performance at Points 1, 2, and 7, with the lowest RMSE values of 1.42 °C, 1.26 421 
°C, and 2.40 °C, respectively. The higher level of accuracy in monitoring data by the portable weather station 422 
(Point 1) and comfort carts (Points 2 and 7) compared with that of the HOBO data loggers (Points 3–6) led to 423 
lower RMSE values.  424 
Lower discrepancy was found between the measured and modeled air temperatures compared with the other 425 
points in urban canyons at Point 1, which was an open space where the portable weather station was fixed. Table 426 
8 shows that the initial ENVI-met model provided approximate air temperature values close to the measured 427 
data. However, calibration should be conducted to generate results that reflect the measured values at selected 428 
points. In the following section, certain input variables were adjusted in the configuration file in the initial 429 
ENVI-met model to check whether the accuracy of the results could be improved. 430 
 431 
Adjustment in the initial ENVI-met model 432 
 433 
Whether altering a parameter would result in discrepancy reduction was assessed by running the initial ENVI-434 
met model with various ranges of configuration files. The initial air temperature, relative humidity, roughness 435 
length, short-wave adjustment factor, wind speed, and albedo of building walls were modified on the basis of 436 
the average climatic data recorded at the weather station (Olympic Park) closest to the selected measurement 437 
points. Table 9 depicts the changes in the input variables in each run of the initial model.  438 
 439 
Table 9. Input parameters in configuration files used in various simulation runs [71]. 440 
Symbol Changing parameter In the initial ENVI-met model In adjustment tests 
 Factor of short-wave adjustment 0.5 1 
    + Initial air temperature 297 K (23.8 °C) 295 
 Relative humidity 57 55 
 Roughness length 0.5 0.1 
 Wind  1.7 4 
 Albedo walls 0.2 0.3 
 Albedo roof 0.2 0.4 
 441 
Table 10 and Figure 9 present the calculated RMSE values for each simulation run. Table 10 indicates that 442 
adjusting the input parameters improved the performance of the model. However, the magnitude of each 443 
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improvement varied from one measurement point to another. The lowest RMSE levels at Points 1 and 2 were 444 
due to modification in the initial air temperature and relative humidity, with RMSE values decreasing from 1.42 445 
°C to 0.95 °C and from 1.26 °C to 0.75 °C, respectively. The lowest RMSE value at Point 3 was due to 446 
adjustment in the albedo of the walls from 0.2 to 0.3, which reduced the RMSE from 3.14 °C to 2.01 °C. The 447 
same level of reduction was caused by altering the short-wave adjustment factor from 0.5 to 0.1. The model 448 
demonstrated improved performance at Points 4–7 by modifying the wind speed and albedo.  449 
 450 
Table 10. RMSE values in different runs of the initial ENVI-met model with altered configuration files. 451 
Symbol Simulations RMSE values at selected areas 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
    × Initial ENVI-met model 1.42 1.26 3.14 3.55 5.25 4.62 2.40 
 Factor of short-wave adjustment 1.13 1.66 2.01 2.65 3.64 3.32 0.99 
    + Initial air temperature 0.95 0.76 2.85 3.28 4.90 4.30 1.66 
 Relative humidity 0.95 0.75 2.85 3.28 4.90 4.32 1.69 
 Roughness length 1.28 1.69 2.28 2.73 3.62 3.72 1.38 
 Wind speed 1.14 1.61 2.13 2.65 3.6 3.56 1.11 
 Albedo of walls 1.14 1.68 2.01 2.65 3.62 3.31 1 
 Albedo of walls 1.17 1.71 2.06 2.65 3.60 3.31 1.01 
 452 
Figure 9 shows that performing various runs of the initial ENVI-met model improved the accuracy of the results 453 
with a different value. Thus, changing one input parameter resulted in lower RMSE at one point but increased 454 
the RMSE at the other point. Therefore, the average values were included for calibration. Table 10 shows the 455 
RMSE values for all configuration files. The model achieved optimum performance by altering the short-wave 456 
adjustment factor from 0.5 to 1. 457 
The adjustment factor ranged from 0.5 (50% of unmodified ENVI-met value) to 1.5 (150%). When this value 458 





Figure 9. Calculated RMSE in different runs of initial ENVI-met model. 462 
 463 
Figure 10. Mean measured and simulated values after adjustment. 464 
 465 
Figure 10 illustrates the mean measured and simulated air temperatures after the adjustment was incorporated 466 
into the short-wave adjustment factor. The measured air temperature in the open space (Point 1) ranging from 22 467 
°C to 27 °C. The mean measured air temperature at this point was 1.1 °C lower than the mean of the adjusted 468 
simulation. ENVI-met overestimated the air temperature by 1.4 °C at Point 2 (urban park) and by 1.2 °C at Point 469 
7 (under the tree canopy on Victoria Street). The opposite trend was observed in urban canyons among 470 
buildings, where ENVI-met underestimated the air temperature at Points 3–6 by 0.8 °C, 0.8 °C, 3.3 °C, and 1.7 471 
°C, respectively. The same behavior was monitored in the study conducted in Melbourne. In [77], the diurnal 472 
variation of the modeled air temperature was overestimated by ENVI-met in areas with landscapes, whereas the 473 
modeled air temperature was underestimated among sites and among built-up areas. 474 
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The calculated RMSE values at selected points indicated a large magnitude of error for Points 3–6, which were 475 
located among urban canyons. The larger RMSE values at these points than those located at Points 1, 2, and 7 476 
might be attributed to the location of Point 1 (an open space similar to the location of the portable weather 477 
station). The RMSE values between the observed and adjusted models were within the acceptable range. 478 
Therefore, the model was considered valid for relative comparison of urban dynamics.  479 
The results of this study showed that although ENVI-met is widely used to address the questions of the 480 
influence of urban development on urban climate, pedestrian thermal comfort, surface, and air temperature, few 481 
studies have explored the limitations associated with the use of software with regard to the sensitivity of the 482 
model to different control and input parameters and scale sensitivity analysis. 483 
In this study, we used measured versus simulated error metrics to test the reliability of ENVI-met in predicting 484 
air temperature values. The findings of this work were in line with those of the studies that have found that 485 
reliance on the error metric alone without including the sensitivity of the model to its own input parameters 486 
would result in higher EMSE values and therefore less accuracy in the simulated outputs [78-81]. This work 487 
also confirmed the findings of the studies that have found that the main ENVI-met limitation is the performance 488 
of the model in relation to the heat transfer between buildings and atmosphere; therefore, further rigorous and 489 
comprehensive testing and verifications of this numerical modeling system are required [82, 83]. The results of 490 
this study also verified the concerns indicated by [84] in relation to the correct wind profile in the model 491 
configuration file to prevent the model from crashing caused by turbulence due to the vertical motion at the 492 
beginning of running the model. This study highlighted the necessity to work on the wind profiles in ENVI-met 493 
that could represent the fluctuations and variations in the prevailing wind pattern, which are common in urban 494 
areas. These limitations were also identified by [85] and must be reacknowledged as the potential improvement 495 




This study aims to provide a holistic overview of various modeling systems given the increasing concern of the 500 
international scientific community toward global climate change, microclimate, outdoor thermal comfort, and 501 
public health. The study also focuses on the software ENVI-met and its reliability as one of the holistic 3D 502 
nonhydrostatic models for simulating surface–plant–air interactions. This model is often used to evaluate urban 503 




Considerable attention was paid to the evaluation of the input and control parameters of the model in this study 506 
while describing the procedure performed for the simulations. Therefore, despite the capabilities of ENVI-met 507 
3.1, improvements are found necessary to ensure highly accurate results. Several of the limitations of ENVI-met 508 
caused by the discrepancy between the recorded and simulated values are presented as follows. 509 
In ENVI-met, the input data were kept constant at the model boundary, and a logarithmic law was applied to 510 
calculate the wind profile based on the wind speed at 10 m above ground level and roughness length of the site. 511 
All calculations in the model were conducted on the basis of the fixed initial transferred inputs during the 512 
simulation. Therefore, having the exact same output with the hourly recorded values from the actual site was 513 
unlikely. The difference between the recorded and measured values could be reduced if the meteorological 514 
parameters at the boundary conditions could be adjusted. The capability of forcing climatic data should be one 515 
of the objectives in future versions of ENVI-met. The other limitation of ENVI-met was in calculating the heat 516 
storage in buildings. The heat transferred through walls could be calculated by considering the conduction using 517 
wall U values.  518 
The other drawbacks of the ENVI-met model as a microclimate analytical tool are as follows. First, the 519 
buildings in the model are not parameterized because thermal mass and heat storage are not calculated. 520 
Moreover, the albedo and thermal transmittance cannot be separately assigned to individual building elements. 521 
The model is thus applicable only to daytime situations and unsuitable for nocturnal cooling and UHI analysis. 522 
This study conducted various runs of ENVI-met with different configuration files (one variable in each run was 523 
changed, and the other variables were kept constant). The results showed that adjusting the shortwave solar 524 
radiation calculated by ENVI-met based on the study site would result in a low level of difference between the 525 
simulated and measured values.  526 
Despite the aforementioned limitations of ENVI-met, microclimate and comfort modifications could be 527 
predicted, and the effect of “what-if” scenarios could be evaluated. A major challenge in modeling the study 528 
area using ENVI-met was the computation time. Sensitivity analysis was conducted using different numbers of 529 
grids, that is, 1-250X250X30, 2-245X245X30, 3-240X240X30, 4-235X235X30, and 5-230X230X30. An error 530 
in running the simulations with grid numbers 1–4 was observed due to insufficient space dedicated to nesting 531 
grids. These grids were essential in reducing the errors caused by boundary effects and ensuring that the 532 
simulation processes were unaffected by the model borders. Thus, 230X230X30 was selected as the most 533 
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appropriate number for the grids because it represented the minimum number of the grids covering the entire 534 
study area with high resolution (size/resolution) and did not cause issues in running the simulation.  535 
Seven models for validation and adjustments on configuration files and five models for testing the sensitivity of 536 
the outputs to the type and density of the vegetation were applied to check the reliability of ENVI-met and 537 
calibrate this method against field measurement. Each simulation was completed within approximately 1 month. 538 
Several simulations were conducted simultaneously to accelerate the process; however, the overall duration for 539 
running all simulations would take approximately 8 months. This time-consuming process, particularly to 540 
examine the design scenarios at the neighborhood scale, is the major limitation of ENVI-met in urban planning 541 
studies.  542 
 543 
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Table 2. Results of previous validation studies that used ENVI-met. 



























To assess the efficiency of green 
infrastructure in addressing the 
potential overheating problem in cold-
climate urban agglomerations 
 
ENVI-met overestimated and underestimated the air 































To investigate the thermal 
performance characteristics of 
unshaded courtyards in hot and humid 
climates 
ENVI-met exhibited a high level of agreement 





























To assess thermal comfort in different 
urban tissues 
ENVI-met underestimated the values of air 




































To measure the effect of landscape on 
microclimate variation 
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 
the simulated and field data on air temperature with a 


















To assess the cooling effect of trees 
and cool roofs on a residential 
neighbourhood 
ENVI-met showed RMSE of 1.41 °C (mesic), 1.81 
°C (oasis) and 2.00 °C (xeric) for air temperature at 2 






















To assess the effect of various 
building geometries in four typical 
urban districts on outdoor temperature 
and comfort 
ENVI-met underestimated the air temperature and 
overestimated the relative humidity for daytime and 
night-time. The numerical values of the material 
properties for the simulation were unified and 
assumed. The actual cloud coverage was ignored in 
the model, the effect of horizontal long-wave fluxes 
was ignored and large time steps (10 min) were used 
to update the sun position and radiative fluxes from 
the sky. After adjustments, the coefficient values for 
air temperature and relative humidity reached 0.78 
































To investigate the effect of adding 
shading trees on the street canyon 
ENVI-met overestimated the solar radiation for the 
São Paulo condition. Therefore, solar radiation was 
reduced to 90%. This discrepancy was attributed to 
the application of the same material for all buildings 
and the absence of heat storage in building properties. 
After minor modifications, the coefficient factor 
between the measured and simulated values (based on 
































To evaluate the effect of trees and 
ground material modification on 
maximizing the cooling effect and 
mitigating the heat island effect 
 
ENVI-met underestimated the average values of air 
and surface temperature. Therefore, the initial 
temperature was increased by 2 °C to achieve 
improved correlation between the measured and 
simulated values. The average wind speed changed 
from 2.1 to 1.1 m/s because the measured wind speed 



























To simulate outdoor air temperature, 
mean radiant temperature, wind 
speed, and relative humidity 
The variations in the measured and modelled air 
temperature were similar, and their final correlation 
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To evaluate the microclimate of an 
outdoor urban form 
ENVI-met underestimated Tmrt after sunset hours 
because of the reduced short-wave radiation after 
sunset. The lack of heat storage in the building 
properties in ENVI-met led to daytime overestimation 
and night-time underestimation of long-wave 
radiation emitted by walls. After the modifications, 
the coefficient values for air temperature and Tmrt 































To evaluate the effect of various 
greening scenarios on microclimate 
on the block and neighbourhood 
scales 
The regression analysis between the measured and 
simulated air temperature did not show a reasonable 
agreement (R2 = 0.56). The model did not allow for 
variations in building envelope, U values or internal 
temperatures for individual buildings. The model also 
did not allow forcing of weather variables. The model 









































To assess the effect of greening on 
lowering the ambient air temperature 
at the pedestrian level 
 
Air temperature, relative humidity, wind velocity and 
solar irradiance were validated at 12 points by using 
on-site measurements. ENVI-met overestimated solar 
irradiance. The spatial and temporal differences were 
not recorded during the field measurement. 
Therefore, a cloudless sky was selected as the 
weather condition for a simulation day, leading to the 



























To evaluate the effect of landscape 




ENVI-met tended to slightly overestimate the solar 
radiation in the study area, thereby reducing the solar 
radiation to 85%. Some deviations were also recorded 
between the simulated and field data. Therefore, the 
input values, including initial atmospheric 
temperature, soil, wind speed at 10 m above ground 
































To simulate near-ground air 
temperature in a typical residential 
neighbourhood 
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 

















To evaluate the effect of downtown 
greening on microclimatic data 
  
ENVI-met achieved a reasonable agreement between 
the measured and simulated data for air temperature 

















To investigate the effect of urban 
design strategies on pedestrian 
thermal comfort  
The discrepancy between the measured and simulated 
values could be attributed to the non-nested model 
boundary, the constant values of the potential 
temperature and humidity at 2,500 m above ground 
during the simulation without external forcing for the 
meteorological data as well as the lack of thermal 


































To assess the effect of vegetation on 
temperature reduction during extreme 
heat events 
The simulation depended on validating air 
temperature by collecting data from Phoenix, United 
States, with vegetation and microclimatic conditions 

















To evaluate the effect of seven 
greenspace scenarios on microclimate  
In some receptors, a large temperature difference was 
observed between the measured and simulated 
temperatures. According to the ENVI-met 
documentation, at least three nesting grids and five 
empty grids were required for a large modelling 
domain. Soil humidity, upper temperature and middle 
temperature were changed according to a previous 
study [62]. Given that the model version used in this 
study was limited to starting temperature and wind 
































To assess the effect of street 
orientation on prevailing winds and its 
consequences on ventilation and wind 
speed at the pedestrian level 
The measured and simulated values were consistent 
(R2 = 0.80) for wind speeds below 2 m/s. However, 
ENVI-met overestimated the wind speed within the 

































To explore the effects of architectural 
design on thermal performance in 
outdoor environments 
An insignificant difference was observed between air 
temperature and wind speed across canyons because 





























Table 3. Characteristics of selected points for on-site measurement [72]. 
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Table 4. Selected canyons and SVF images of measurement points. 
 






































































Table 5. Differences in measured data at various measurement points during daytime and night-time. 
Climatic parameter 
Min Max (Max−Min) 
Day Night Day Night Day Night 
Air temperature (°C) 24.5 19.8 29.6 20.5 5.1 0.7 
Relative humidity (%) 45 83.3 58 87.2 13 3.9 
Wind speed (m/s) 0.3 2 1.7 
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Table 6. Initial set-up of model domain (area input file) [72]. 
Input setup Value 
Orientation (degree from the north) 7 
Number of x grids 230 
Number of y grids 230 
Number of z grids 30 
Size of grid cell in m (dx) 3 
Size of grid cell in m (dy) 3 
Size of grid cell in m (dz) 2 
Name of location Melbourne, Australia 
Position on earth Latitude (−37.49), longitude (144.58)  
Number of nesting grids 5 
Soil profile for nesting grids Soils A and B = Loamy soil 
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Table 7. Settings for configuration file used to run the initial ENVI-met model [72]. 
Input for configuration file Value 
Start simulation 1:00, January 6, 2015 
Total simulation time in hours 48 h 
Save model state (each min) 60  
Wind speed at 10 m above ground (m/s) 1.7 
Wind direction 171 
Roughness length 0.1 
Initial temperature atmosphere 297 K 
Specific humidity at 2,500 m above ground level 9.5 
Relative humidity at 2 m% 




Initial temperature, upper layer (0–20 cm) (K) 293 
Initial temperature, middle layer (20–50 cm)(K) 293 
Initial temperature, deep layer (> 50 cm) (K) 293 
Relative humidity, upper layer 30 
Relative humidity, middle layer 60 
Relative humidity, deep layer 60 
Receptor data 
Save receptor (each min) 60 min 
Building data 
Inside temperature 19.85 °C 
Heat transmission of walls 1.94 
Heat transmission of roofs 6 
Albedo walls 0.2 
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Table 8. RMSE values between initial ENVI-met model and measured air temperature at different measurement 
points. 
Simulations RMSE at selected points 
Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
RMSE (measured/initial ENVI-met model) 1.42 1.26 3.14 3.55 5.25 4.62 2.40 
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Table 9. Input parameters in configuration files used in various simulation runs [72]. 
Symbol Changing parameter In initial ENVI-met model In adjustment tests 
 Factor of short-wave adjustment 0.5 1 
    + Initial air temperature 297 K (23.8 °C) 295 
 Relative humidity 57 55 
 Roughness length 0.5 0.1 
 Wind  1.7 4 
 Albedo walls 0.2 0.3 
 Albedo roof 0.2 0.4 
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Table 10. RMSE values in different runs of initial ENVI-met model with altered configuration files.  
Symbol Simulations RMSE values at selected areas 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
    × Initial ENVI-met model 1.42 1.26 3.14 3.55 5.25 4.62 2.40 
 Factor of short-wave adjustment 1.13 1.66 2.01 2.65 3.64 3.32 0.99 
    + Initial air temperature 0.95 0.76 2.85 3.28 4.90 4.30 1.66 
 Relative humidity 0.95 0.75 2.85 3.28 4.90 4.32 1.69 
 Roughness length 1.28 1.69 2.28 2.73 3.62 3.72 1.38 
 Wind speed 1.14 1.61 2.13 2.65 3.6 3.56 1.11 
 Albedo of walls 1.14 1.68 2.01 2.65 3.62 3.31 1 
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Figure 2. Maximum recorded air temperatures at Melbourne Olympic Park (Station number: 086338) in January 
2015, Source: [71]. 
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Figure 3. Comfort cart at point 2 under a shade of a tree canopy in an urban park (University Square). 
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Figure 4. Comfort cart at point 7 under a shade of a tree canopy on Victoria Street. 
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Figure 5. Calculating SVF value from fisheye camera images in SOLWEIG 1D. 
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Figure 6. Monitored air temperature at selected measurement points during daytime (9:00–17:00) (left) and 
night-time (22:00–5:00) (right). 
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Figure 7 Monitored relative humidity at selected measurement points during daytime (9:00–17:00) (left) and 
night-time (22:00–5:00) (right). 
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Figure 8 Monitored wind speed at daytime (9:00–17:00). 
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Figure 9 Calculated RMSE in different runs of initial ENVI-met model. 
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Figure 10 Mean measured and mean simulated value after adjustment. 
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